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lfacilities may -b e improved
".'·::.· .. · :· hesid~nt OorialdGarrity recen- improving facilities and programs
.. < tly:· recoIQ.mended :approval of a . for the handicapped at Central was
. · · ..· .St~780;~Joo· . -~nOcatic>n · .fo~ capit~l just part of the $1.9 million budget
•·i,ffiprovements and referred to it as request brought to the Central
· · ..:il, .-';fir$~ :a.tep'~ in providing services Boar.d of Trustees at their meeting
to: the handicapped~ . ·
Thursday night. The budget
·· · "Wiih th fuiidµig, we will begin request includes capital improve. ". to· . be ' ~ble .: to service . the ments and $242,151 for program
· ··.· ·nandicapped,'' Garritysaid. "It is operations.
Garrity said the funding may
: :a11. foipodant inatter, for the
· · . handicapped and for the universeem like a lot of money to some
people, but "in historical retro. sity:"
· The monies to be used for spect, it is a small amount" to

begin to serve the handicapped. and stuctural improvements, Cen- facility changes to accommodate
With the approval of the funding tral will be marked as "a place that them would include elevators,
by the Trustees, Garrity said welcomes the handicapped," and it toilets with wider stalls, fountains
Central will be able to meet the will create an opportunity that installed at lower heights, signs,
provisions of a Federal handicap- didn't previously exist.
alarms and more ramps to enter
Upon approval by the state, buildings on campus. At least six
ped accessibility law passed in
plans for the re-education of the campus instructional buildings and
1973.
The request must now go to the physical education staff members 11 residence halls are in need of
governor for approval.
If and the hiring .of student aides to improvements, according to Garrapproved, the funding will provide assist handicapped students will ity.
be offered.
numerous aides to the handicapCourtney Jones, vice president
ped.
Garrity strongly urged approval
for
business affairs, told the
Garrity said along with the aides of the funding request, and said
that even with added funding, only Trustees that the state had funded
the basic requirements and regula- monies for elevator work, but bids
tions would be fulfilled. According received for Shaw-Smyser and
to Garrity, (jentral will still fall Lind Halls far exceeded available
short of federal requirements for funds.
programs and facilities for the
Gail LeCompte, direct'Jr of
affirmative action, said elevators
handicapped.
.
Other services planned for in areas such as Black Hall cannot
improving Ceritral's. facilities. for accommodate mheelchair restrictthe handicapped include providing ed students, and that they are also
a service center coordinator, an in need of improvement.
interpreter for the deaf, student"
Jones said Central will bid again
aides as readers and interpreters, for the Shaw-Smyser elevator
special equipment such as brailler, later this year. The improvement
will make an addition to the
cassette recorders, teletypewriter, and phones which are easily building necessary to house the
accessible for the wheelchair elevator and will cost close t<s
restricted handicapped. Building .$90,000.
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J.C. C. seeks new co1111nittee1nen
by Becky Prieur

This committee "recommends and
acts on policies, procedures and
problems relating ·to the college
athletic program."
,

All prior appointments of
students to campus committees
have been terminated.
Five student appointments are
This action was taken by the
available
to the Board of Academic
Joint Committee on Committees ·
Appeals. This board listens to
(J.C.C.)
The J .C.C. consists of one grievances of matters concerning
member of the Board of Control, academic welfare.
one representative from the
The Campus Judicial Council,
Residence Hall Council, three featuring seven students is also
Faculty Senate student represent- available. The C.JC. is authorized .
atives and a member of the to hear complaints against stuCampus Judicial Council.
dents ·and student organizations.
They have the option every
academic year to reappoint the
committees. According to Michael
Golden, J.C.C. member heading
the efforts, the appointments were
cancelled because "I was not
aware of their (committee members) qualifications."
The J.C.C. is now faced with the
task of reappointing the positions.
The J.C.C. is taking applications
for all committees. Ten appointments have been made, and there
are now 58 student positions
remaining.
The positions still open include
three student appointments to be
·made to the Athletics Committee.

additional committees not mentioned.
The J.C.C. would like to get the

appointments made as soon as
possible.
Applications can be
picked up at the Associated

Students of Central office as can
additional information regarding
the committees.

f
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A total of four students are to be
appointed to the Joint Student
Fees Committee. The J.S.F . .
recommends the preliminary budget before it goes to the Dean of
Student Development and eventually to the President.

If

The Student Financial Assistance Committee "facilitates proced ures in processing student
applications for loans, scholarships, and work assignments."
This committee has two student
positions available.
These are just a few of the many
committees needing student involvement.
There are 15
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Property insurance available
to students through RHC
Theft has always been a
problem for on -campus students,
since the college does not insure
their possessions. The Residence
Hall Council offers a policy that
will cover most property items.
Items not covered by the policy
include natural disasters and
campus riots or bombings. Money
and equivalent items are not
covered either. The policy does
cover fire and other human-caused
losses.
~e policy costs $9 for -up to

$1,500 of primary coverage, with
the option of paying $15 for $3,000
coverage.
Coverage extends beyond property kept on campus in dorms or
apartments. Students enroute to
or from campus are also covered.
Automobile damage or theft is not
covered.
Students interested -in the
policy should contact the RHC
Office at 963-2024from10-11 a.m.
or stop by the Housing Office in
Barge Hall.

I
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TAKING A LEISURELY STROLL-One couple
enjoys the beauty of Fall with a walk through the
leaves on a sunny and warm day. Love seems just

Photos By Damian A. Schwarz
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Anthony and Steinem serve
as· models for free·d women

News Notes

ByUzLane

New Location

Throughout history the status of
women (particularly in this country) has largely be.e n one of
second-class inferiority to men· in
many aspects. In order to combat
this overwhelming negative stigma, women from sufferagette
Susan B. Anthony to feminist
Gloria Steinem fought through the
judicial, educational and social
systems to attain what they
considered their rightful status.
A series of programs will be
offered in Ellensburg exploring
this historical battle and the effect
it has on the lives of women today,
particularly in the areas of law and
justice.
The program sequence, entitled
"Women and the Law," will be ·
offered weekly beginning October
26, discussing a variety of topics
dealing with women's legal issues
each time.
The program was the brainchild
of last year's Women's Center
director Alice Yee and Virginia
Mack, program coordinator. They
submitted a grant to the Washington Commission for the Humanities to get the program started.
According to Mack, the grant
helped to provide the necessary

Because of the growing popularity of the Classic Film Series, the
showing of the ftlms will be ·moved from Hertz Hall to the S. U.B.
Theater beginning October 22 with the showing of Two English
Girls. So if you are planning on attending the film series, don't
despair if you don't find them in Hertz Hall; they are now in the
·
S.U.B. Theater.

J.D. Required
To ~et into a bar, a student needs identification, and to get into
the Pavilion, a student is now required to show an identification
card.
Accordin~ to Pavilion security personnel, thc;>se wishing to use
the facilities must show their student body card or other official
identification.
The purpose of the identification check is to prevent the entry of
unauthorized persons who may subsequently cause trouble or get
hurt.
Identification cards are required only in the evenings and on
weekends. Security personnel will watch closely for non-valid
cards.

Alaskans to vote again
For those Central students who missed voting in the Alaskan
primary, don't be too upset because you will get another chance.
· According to state officials, there were a few problems in the
primary voting, so they are going to re-run it. Apparently state
officials found primary ballots in garbage cans at a few voting
places.
Those students needing an application for absentee ballots can
get them from Marie Zib or Chrissie Jackson at 801 East 18th, Apt.
1 Westernair' Apartments. Call 925-4033 for additional
information.

--------------;::11I

Friday Night Express

I
I

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tue1. thnt Fri.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. I

1

Ed's Barber Shop I

lStyling & 302N.Mainhaircuts

I

I
Phone 925-67911

Regular

'----------------

With the cry for a bigger variety of Friday night functions, a .
"coffee house" has been put into motion. Every Friday-night
starting at 6:30 p.m. you can be served a dinner for $1.00 and
partak~ in some fine entertainment. The "Junction Functions" will
happen at the First Baptist Church on the corner of 4th and
Sprague. This is not a "Praise the Lord" Christian function but is
being held in the church basement for the lack of better facilities.
This is not to say that people that have started this Friday night
function aren't a bunch of nice people who want to give ~tudents an
option from their usual Friday night.
·
This Friday night, the "Junction Function" will have a chicken
dinner topped off by some live entertainment. So, if you are
wondering what to do with your Friday night, give the "Friday
Night Express" a try.

f

funds for the bulk of the program
(the video tapes on the different
topics).
"We looked at the grant
proposal and developed the program around the videotapes," she
said.
The basic format for each of the
programs will be the showing of a
videota~e that deals 'Yith the issue
in depth, panel discussions, and a
question and answer period by the
audience.
"The panel is made up of three
people each time-an academic
humanist and two other panelists,
who will present a different point
of view about the subject matter,"
she explained.
In essence, she also believes
that the program will be highly
beneficial to the women to help
with questions and general misconceptions in the areas of
welfare, rape, credit and constitutional laws that many people have.
"The program itself is desperately needed because of the
"We want discussions; we want
people to share their ideas and to
learn about other points of view
other than the one they came
with," she said.
According to Mack, the prime
importance of the panel discussions will be that no one point of
view will be presented and the
audience will be allowed to decide
for themselves.
complexity of some of the women's
law issues that have to be dealt
with, and this is one way that
people can sit down and find out

what the law can or cannot do,"
she said.
·
The first of the series, entitled
"History: Linking Yesterday and
Today 1776-1870," will deal with
how social attitudes determined
the status of women before and
after the Revolutionary War.
Dr. Lynee Iglitzin, of the
University of Washington Political
Science Department and Dr.
Lawrence Lowther, History professor at Central, will serve as
panelists for the first evening.
Child care will be provided free
of charge at the Ellensburg Day
Care Center.

Recital
to honor
President
The Central Music Department
Faculty will present a recital in ·
honor of President and Mrs.
Garrity October 26, 1978 at 8 p.m.
in Hertz Recital Hall.
Some highlights of the program
will be recitals of "L'Histoire du
Soldat" by Igor Stravins.ky with
dancers; "The Hungarian Dance
No. 7" by Johannes Brahms; and a ·
Mercer Medley, performed by the
Central Swingers.
This recital is the first in a series
that will be designated for the ·
purpose of raising money for the
Scholarship Fund.
Those who
wish to make donations may do so
at the door.

SID
FLANAGAN

People
.~

j
j

Applegate to fill post
,. ,,,.

!

l

Dr. Jimmie Ray Applegate has been selected as Interim Dean of
His appointment, was
confirm~ this summer by the Board of Trustees.
·
Central's Professional Studies area, which directs the teacher
training corps of the university, among other professional training
areas, is the largest of the institution's five schools.
Applegate was Special Assistant dtohthde Prthesidnkent unfAder ~ast
Central President, James Brooks, an o1 s e ra o SS0C1&te
Professor of Education.
Applegate's selection follows the departure of the past dean, Dr.
James H. M. Erickson, who took the presidential post at Northern
·
· ·
Montana State College at Havre.

:I the School of Professional Studies.
·~

j
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A MA·N'S REC·ORD
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Shannon takes Oregon Position
Al Shannon, student accounts supervisor at Central Washington
University, will end an eleven-year association with Central
, Washington University at the end of October.
Shannon has accepted the.position of business manager for the .
Estaead&, Oregon school district. The district schools in that
Portland area rural community serve 2000 students.
Shannon came to Central as a transfer student in 1967, and
became a Central graduate in 1969. That same year he began
working in the Central financial aid office.
In 1970 he moved to the student accounts section, which handles
all disbursement and collection of student loans.
During his career at Central, Shannon has served as Central
Rodeo Club advisor and as a member· of .several employee and
student committees.
He has also played an active civic role as. cub scout leader and as.
little league. softball coach.
~
Shannon and his family intend to leave Ellensburg at the end of
the month to settle into their new community before his new job
begins November 6.

"•

Sid FLANAGAN·- prefiled the first hill
that would establish a l % limit on regular
property taxes at the 196) session. (This
legislation finally passed in the l 971 session.)

Re-Elect Sid Flanagan
Republican
13th Legislative District
· Position 1
Paid For By Th( Sid Flanagan Campaign
Committee'. Harold BC'rkc-meiC'r. Chairman

j
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In search of: student opinion

Two recent ·A.S.C. sponsored
events have raised a controversy
both on and off campus concerning
what some people refer to as
"offensive language." The CRIER
• took a small random sampling of
the opinions of students concern. ing the play American Buffalo, and
the George Carlin performance.
• The question put forth to the
following students was "What is
your opinion of the use of the type
of language found in the recent
- A.S.C. events American Buffalo
and the George Carlin performance?"

Skip Stromquist (saw only ·carlln)
"I've he~rd George before on
T. V. and albums, so t knew what
to expect. The reason I like Carlin
.is not so much the language that
he uses - it's that what he says is
true. I can sit there and chew on
what he says for awhUe. He says
there is no such thing as a dirty
word - only dirty ·intentions. I
,like his use of juxtapositioning
things. I am an artist and I can get
off on his creativity."

Kathy Sundstebt (on Carlin)
"I didn't object to it - I thought
it was quite fu,nny.
He just
brought it out in the open and told
it the way it really is. I can't say l
use it (similar language) myself, but for Carlin it was alright."

Mike McGinnis (on American
Buffalo)
.
"I thought it was good. It was a
gQOd lesson in acting for the
audience because the actors really
got into their parts. I thought the
story line was good, even though
the action dropped off toward the
end. All in all it was a pretty good
play. I thought the language was
kind of funny to begin with, but it
was appropriate. I thought it was
the best production I've ever seen
here at Central."

•

••
c

•
•

C'

•·

•

•

Collene Peterson (on Carlin)
"I thought it was 1n very poor
taste. I wouldn't recommend it to
anyone. I can't believe I paid
money to see him. I expected to be
entertained. I could have gone to a .
men's locker room and heard the
'-----..:.:...------""~ :same thing. It wasn't what I
expected. If that was what · I
expected, I wouidn't have gone. I
would have walked out, but my
keys were locked in my girlfriend's
dorm room."

Raliegh Daniels (on Carlin)
"I felt that it was pretty free and
uninhibited. I felt like it was in
line with the new trend of open
communication. I think it's pretty
decent that he was·able to share as
openly as he did. I didn't see very
many people upset by it - he got
away with it. Language barriers
are major problems with our
. interpersonal communications."

••

.

•

•

and

•

WHAT ARE THEY DOING HERE?

....

•

Rev. Don Caughey

•

.. e
••

•

Q

•

Ann Glover (on American Buffalo)
"In a sense, I'm surprised you
have to ask a question like that
because the language was: so
incidental to the impact of the
play. The writers and actors were
portraying an aspect of our humari
conditions, and to change the
language would have been sugar
coating the whole issue. I think
it's tragic the response this play
got on campus - the lack of
interest and the protest against
the language - mainly because
the play was painful to watch.
People will spend the same
amount of money to go to a disco
dance and call that culture."

WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE?

•

•
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AM. BAPTIST•
PRESBYTERIAN
METHODIST•
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
UNITED CHURCH OF
CHRIST BRETHEN

Rev. Dick Borrud
LUTHERAN

.

/

Rev. Mickey Meyer
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST

Fr. Woody Epp
EPISCOPAL

ROMAN CATHOLIC. ;

We are here because we believe that Christian faith has
something profound to offer in the search for purposeful living. We ·
work together .ecumenically because we find diversity challenging '· \:
·~ ~·
and enriching. We also believe that the ferment and change -0f · ·
·:·'- ·
college is good for people and are here to work with others for .• ,,. · i•: ·..
·educational excellence.
·, ·
Whether you want worship or recreation, fellowship or study,
counseling or the .opportunity to serve others, or if you just want
someone with whom you can talk honestly and freely about your
questions, try tis ... That's what we are he~e for.

Surveys consistantly indicate that a minority of young adults
·· are actively involved with churches, but that a majority are
concerned with religious questions. Residential college education
has traditionally provided a setting which experimentation, testing,
learning and even failure are supported by adult mentors and a
community of peers. We believe that intellectual growth and
personal growth is enhanced by spiritual growth, but that each
person grows in a unique and individual way.

·l

..

The CENTER FOR CAMPUS MINISTRY
11th and Alder

ii:>

•

•

•

Chrysalis Student Community
514 N. Ruby
962-2788

925-3196

Newma·n House
8th and Sprague
925-5445
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Co1n1nentary and opinion
Missed by the Media

;:

.

'

...

CADE~

RESEARCH\

a

- '\·~

...hY. .H arold Lane
Although I hate to admit · it~ I women, maybe seven, who contriha ve to say that the mass · media bute·to the'weli-being of everyone
does not cover everything of note by engaging in the Order's
on campus. we-have a television activities.
What are their
and radio station with employees activities? Hard to say. The leader
who are . working every day on of the Order; who chooses to
different -stories. · Not 'ten fe·e t rem'ain anonymous, is vague about
from where •! am writing, there is a her i:luties. However, I would be
·group of individuals well-ver·sed in safe in m·e ntfoning drinking
writing urider deadlines. And of (especially straight shots of
course; there. is the Student tequila) companionship; conversaPatrol, constli'ntly cfrc·u lating tion, ·and ·finally, turning up the
through , the campus, l0oking for stereo real loud when a good song
eoig~~~1:nay protest that they do
destructive damage."
Despite all this monitoring, · a this all the time, and that it is not
few things slip through. There are
some 'organizations that ate just particularly impressive. While I
too sm'a:U, . too ephemeral to be don't , like to create .arguments, I
noted by ·the many machines the must say that the Order of the
media has.
Purple Bag has raised the art of
One of them, the Order of .the having fun to new heights. Such
Purple Bag, came to rny attention organization, such planning, such
when , l .was doing laundry the . skill in driving home straight . . .
it's marvelous to watch. Walking
This prestigious into a bar, the Order looks like a
.other night.
;?rder is made up of five or six Commando Squadron from a
surreal World War II movie. It's
not that they drink and play music
constantly that makes them
A
remarkable, none of the Order are
afooholics or rowdies, jt's the fact
that they 'do it with s·uch style.
For the record, when the Order
10,000 TOPICS
last
conv~ned, they initiated a new
QUALITY GUARANTEED.!
member.
This woman, who
SEND Sl.00 fOI YOUR 210-PAGE
recently came of legal age, is
MAIL OIOEI CATALOG
well-known for the polished look in
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
her ~ye~ when; she qrinks.
11377 IDAHO AVE., 206-F
Because of this, she was given the
LOS ANGEUS, CA. 90075
(213) 477.1474
honorary title of "Glass Eyes,"

Of Bees and
.. ,, BureaUcrats
hr. Scott Mueggkr.

bestowed in a private ceremony
which I was privileged to witness.
Another organization ·that has
escaped attention has a philosophy
similar to the Purple Bag's, but is
larger and more ambitious. For
lack of a better name, I'll call it
Beck's Troubadors. Just before
clStsses started this quarter, they
circulated among the dorms,
singing their pleasant little ditties
to the residents. There are about
thirty members in the organization. The night I saw them, they
were led by a man who wore a
makeshift cape and tennis shoes.
He pounded on a garbage can lid
with a primitive club to attract
audiences.
The exact nature of the songs
they sang cannot be described fo
this publication. I'm sure they
would be considered vulgar,
offensive, or obscene to some .
Certainly they were sexist. But
that didn't mean they weren't
appreciated. I heard distinct cries
of "MORE! MORE!" from the
audience at the performance I
attended.
·
. Homework and bitter weather
has driven this group underground
for the moment. I expect them to
return in the spring, however.
That completes an all-too-brief
description of two interesting, but
unknown, organizations. If there .
are any further neglected groups,
they will be profiled here in the
future.

Student government at Central provides few real quality
opportunities for student solons to challenge their abilities and .
knowledge. About the only taxing activities here are the
numerous meetings and out of town junkets that student
government members are known to flock around. Between
meetings and trips, there just isn't much to do except plot, scheme,
and play with your associates' minds. Their brains would be
·sawdust were it not for classes and the likes of some not so nice
students in their midst. However, some students do get more than
a oaycheck or blotch on their resume, from their service to student
government. Strategy and oratory are some skills, and "kicking
the beehive" is yet another.
Indeed, olie of the ieast loved but most enjoyed political games is
fondly called "kicking the beehive." This is one of the more
masochistic arts, as one's foot can easily get stuck in the honey
·when things start buzzing.
"Kicking the beehive," to be exact, is that effort by an individual
or group to stir up a gaggle of bureaucrats. The expected return
from this endeavor is not to decrease the effectiveness of the
organization, but rather to prove or disprove their members'
competence, and to direct or redirect their motivations.
It is a time honored tradition of political parties to "kick" their
opponents in hopes that some of the drones will be weeded oµt.
Once a drone is spotted, it is pure ecstacy for the graduate of
Machiavelli "U" to see him raked over the coals, an act much like
drowning bees for sport. The benefits reaped from this effort are
unlimited. To clean up the area from infestations provides a
oositive and facilitating environment for capable and competent
workers, providing more opportunities for creativity and
productivity.
The moral of this story is that if you've been had (stung) by one
of these drones anywhere, any way, or under any circumstance,
it's reasonably appropriate to stir things up. Sort of like kicking
the beehive, folks.
.
It serves many to get that blotch on their resume', and others
can be bought, but a few do it for kicks.

The. CRIER -'S view
It's been said that if you are not part of.the solution, then you
are part of the problem. · The CRIER this week finds itself in the
precarious position of being part of the problem.
The issue in reference here concerns supposedly obscene
language and its relationship to our First Amendment right
guaranteed in the Constitution of the United States. The play
American Buffalo and the appearance of George Carlin have
precipitated a minor furor in some circles locally.
Some
suggestions have been made that entertainment featuring
"abusive language" be banned and/or censored on campus. We
here at the CRIER think that this type of mentality is so much

*********.

And th~re it is. There's the problem, or double-standard, or
whatever you want to call it. Were we to use the words that we
believe we should be able to when we feel like it, trouble would
come down on us like stink on ******.
We're reminded of the story that Lenny Bruce used to tell
people about the importance applied to words. His example was
the word "nigger." Bruce said that if we were to use the word
"nigger" often enough, the word would lose its significance, and
black children wouldn't have to come home from school crying
because someone called them a "nigger."
Our hands here at the CRIER are tied - and we are not proud of
it.

Campus Crier
EUITOR

BLSl'.\ESS '.\IA'.\AGER

AUYERTISl~G

da\id adam!'

nan<'J Johnson

<'hitharanjan hharathi

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

~PORTS

ht'<'ky prit'ur
jody daigm·ault

ja<'k <'Ort·y

mary fridlund
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Letters -t o the Editor
()fftcer'overstepping his bounds
.

. .

..

..

.

.

.

.. .

.

···. ne.ar· F.cHtor, ·
.· •. ·. 1h~re is ~11 eleme~t: in

.

'

.

public · place .(we had in our

=s:s=:: t:::g

'!:

action
e~!1[, c~::d,
· ~ere'. on .Central's··c:am,pus that J lascivious iii any way at the time of
· feel needs·fo·draw.sofue attentfon; our arrest, and we were nothing
It ha8 been let l®se· by someone in .·· short of polite until we re~
a positiOn o(•uthorityi soµieone . that he was citing us. My
~ who.' may ~- may not realize what . companions were slapped with $75
.·they have .done . in:. releasing this fines; and the way I hear it, t~e
: element.. The element to lvhich I · officer deviated to a certain extent
·a~ rderring is a young member of . from the way we saw the series of
" the campus police force. .. .. . .... . events at one of their trials.
~hold. no personal malice toward
· TJ-ue, the officer was more than
this mail, other than that which he . likely acting according to regula• . has. wrought through . his. own . tions,· but I maintain that we were
Sometimes · over-inflated sense of . .undesel".Ving of the general level of
duty~
.. .
. .
treatment which we received that
I'm sure . that . he has helped, evening.
e done good things, and generally
The second time I encountered
encoU)'aged the peaceful, unhas- this 'young officer was last night.
sled existence of students on this Three of us (interestingly enough,
campus, but unfortunately my the same three) were out together
t
only contacts with him have been once again, it being somewhat of a
under unpleasant circumstances.
reunion-as one of us has not
The first time I encountered hini returned to school this year. At
personally was last spring. He exactly the same spot on campus,
111
arrested two friends and myself we saw this officer again. He was
for consumption of alcohol in a in the process of citing a friend of

Lane's T. V.
Poll choices
• challenged
Dear Editor,

•
•

•

a

•

:-,

•

..

•

•

I love your idea for the T. V. Poll,
but after such a nice, tasteful
article I was surprised to see your
choices. I agree that Laveme and
Shirley is bad for the reasons you
state, but consider the competition!
For example. Battlestar
Galactic& is a show which replaces
the "morality play" fantasy of Star
Wars with space-aged bionic violence and the hysteria of disaster
flicks. The message of the show
seems to be that desperate
conditions justify every type of
violence and that militaristic
discipline is the foundation of
civilization. Technology does not
make a great show.
Anyway, here are my shots.
BEST SHOW: M*A*S*H. For
writing, acting, message, humor,
depth of characters, integrity'
taste and courage. Last week's
retrospective was great because
this show has cpnstantly 'pushed
the edge of r~skiness in telling the
truth about our wars. It is the
only honest thing being said about
Vietnam, although it is set in
Korea .
. WORST SHOW:
FLYING
HIGH. For making Charlie's
Angels look tasteful, well-acted,
well-written and serious by comparison. F.H. is such cheap
sexploitation that even junior high
students and traveling salesmen
should be offended. Its degradation of women is only surpassed by
its degradation of men.

Don Caughey,
• . Campus Minister, Off-Campus

•

•

..,
BIG JOHNS .

.........................................
Delivery _
application
accepted

asked another officer about the
charges against my ~iend, and all
I was told was, "Do you want_to go.
with him?" I per.sisted with my
question, but all I could get was a
recording of his earlier statement.
The charges were told to us
after we followed our friend to the
sheriffs office. 1) Creating a
disturbance (calling someone a
name?) 2) Possession of alcohol
by means of consumption (my
friend was carrying an unused
paper cup. We were not under the
influence nor were we acting as
such.) 3)
Resisting arrest
(wouldn't you?)
,
He was locked up at about 12:00
Saturday night and will be
arraismed sometime this morning.
My remaining companion and I
were unable to scrape $272
together for the bail.
So get to the point already~
Okay...okay ... here's the point.
This guy must think he's an agent
of the C.I.A. or something. He's
harsh, rude, and overly physical in

situations where such action is not
called for. I would guess that this
officer is not much older than most
of the people on this campus, but
he has this job-this position
.which allows him an excuse to act
superior to his fellow human
beings.

rm not condoning the breaking
oflaws. I just feel that reuon (any
philosophy professor around here
· can tell what that means) must be
included in this officer's daily
routine. We all have our bad days,
but there must be a better time
· and place for a police olficer to
vent his frustration and insecurity
than while he is on duty.
I'd like it noted that the events.
that I have recounted above are, to
the best of my knowledge, told the
way they really happened . .
Thank you for - allowing an
opportunity to voice my thoughts.

Philp

~· Patterson

''Red Tape ·and High Taxes
.
Are Gonna Plow Our Farms, Under."

''But What Can
We Do About It?''

Elect CURT SMITH.·
Republican ·

.J

We can elect Curt Smith to the State Legislature. As a farmer himself, Curt is well
aware of the problems facing the farmer in
the 13th Legislative District. As your
representative in Olympia, Curt will work
hard to overcome the burdens of the
farmer.

·13th Legislative District, Position 2

Apply anytime at BIG JOHNS
Part time and full time

......

925-5900 908 East 10th
......._.
.._._....._

............

ours~ and as we walked by, one of
. my friends called 10mebody a
name.
It wasn't an extreme
obscenity. · It was not one of the
seven words you can't say on
.television. It was, in fact, a word
that most anyone but the touchiest
<>f folk would consider relatively
inoffensive.
. I'm not sure who my companion
·was speaking to, and I haven't had
the chance to ask him, due to the
fact that he's still in jail. My friend
is a proud man. Most people are to
some degree, but I think my friend
is more so than average. He felt
he had been treated wrongly by
this officer once before, and he
really didn't want to repeat the
whole thing. .
.
He was shoved up against .the
wall (with a good audience looking
on), had his feet kicked out from
under him, was frisked, handcuffed, pushed into the police car and
taken away.
My remaining
companion and, I were aghast.
During the course oi his arrest, I

P.i:d

f, 11 h\:

1111• "'-'!11 :th f• 11 St,1tv Hl'J1fl'SL'l1tativl' Commitll'l' ..

.J, >1111 M11rr1". Fi11.11Kl' Chilirman
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Iron curtain veils East Germany
Lawrence Breer

up in England and began her
"They said that the West had it
education at the University of in for them and that we were
After the second great war to Bristol in southwest England. She hostile to the communist world,"
end all wars, our President, entered in 1945 a;nd graduated Carne went on. "We argued that
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, met with a Bachelor's Degree in 1949. we are just as afraid of them as
with Prime Minister of Great From 1949 to 1963, Carne taught they are of us," Carne said.
Britain, Sir Winston Churchill and German and French in the English "Finally they agreed with us that
Premier Joseph Stalin of the schools. In 1963 she came to the getting together with open minds
Soviets at an estate named United States and continued her would be better."
Carne said that East Germany is
Livadia, near the famous Black education at ·the University of
Colorado, · where she earned her not an affluent society, however,
Sea resort of Yalta, in Crimea.
The meetings began on Febru- Master's and Doctorate. In 1968, they are ahead of most eastern
ary 4, 1945, The leaders agreed on Carne came to Central and bloc countries; Some of the
plans . to occupy Germany and assumed the position of Associate eastern bloc people were willing to
divide it into four zones. Russia Professor of German, from which talk privately with her. They
would control the east zone, Great she advanced to Professor of complained of cramped living
conditions, big families in a couple
Britain the northwest zone, German.
Professor Carne has visited of rooms, and empty stores with
France the Rhineland and the Saar
Valley, and the United States the West Germany a number of times, little or no choice. To shop for
southwestern zone. On May 5, but this past summer she traveled daily necessities, the average
1955 the western Allies signed a to East Germany, to Weimar, person stood in lines for up to two
treaty making West Germany an about 50 miles beyond the hours to insure a choice of the food
independent republic and permit- east-west border near Jena and that was for sale. Most people live
ting it to raise a 500,000 man the Saale River. The purpose of in apartments, with very few
defense force. So began the latest her visit was to attend a school for citizens owning anything they
division of the country of Germ- teachers of German. The school could call their own home.
The food and rent is much lower
any. The West would name their would explore and study modern
part The Federai Republic of · East German writers such as in cost there. There is a national
Germany. The East would name novelist Christa Woil and drama- health plan with automatic payroll
withdrawals · to finance it.
their part The German Democratic tist Bert Brecht.
There were about 110 people in Education is free-if you can get it.
Republic. The West adopted a
There are very tough entrance
democratic . form of government, the school, most of whom were
and the East went Communist from the eastern bloc countries of examinations to enter high school.
under the seal Of the Soviet Poland, Yugoslavia, and Czecho- This keeps the school population
slovakia. There were also some down and allows it to be financed
leadership.
It. was in 1938, and at about the Russians. Nine Americans were in with a narrower base.
"Women seem to be in all sorts
time that Adolph Hitler began the school, and on July 4 they
rolling his big war machine across celebrated American Indepen- of jobs," Carne glittered, "woman
officials, railroad workers and
Europe, that Eva Marie Carne and dence in their hotel.
her brother left Lebus near
Professor Carne stated that "all professors. The number of woman
Frankfurt on Oder (near the Polish the lectures and discussions were medical doctors is about equal to
border and directly east of Berlin) politically oriented." She sup- men."
Privately, some of the people
and went to live in England. Her posed that the reason for that wa8
father was Jewish and her mother "to enable us to see the progress from the eastern bloc countries
was Christian. Since both the and efficiency of a communist would quote anti-communist jokes
Jews and the Christians were country."
There were aiso to me," Carne said. She went on to
being persecuted under Hitler's straight political lectures and say that obviously these people
tyranny, her parents were not lectures concerning the East were not in enthusiastic support of
sure they could acquire exit visas. German economy. "These econ- their communist government.
Professor Carne found that East
For this reason, they sent Eva omy lectures,"
Carne said,
Germans under the age of 60 could
Marie and her brother on to "attacked capitalism in general."
England ahead of them,. through The focturers tended toward · not travel to West Germany or to
the help of the English Quakers. aggressiveness, perhaps because any western capitalist country.
Several months later, the parents they had only a short time, When she asked her professors at
were able to join their children in allowing little feedback from the the school why the country had to
be locked up this way, she was told
England. Eva Marie Carne grew students.
that they had lost too many young
people-that there had been a
brain drain.
She said her
professors also told her, "fhey ·go
because they are traitors and
materialists."
New or remodel work and
While on the train to Weimar,
commercial construction.
Carne met one young student who
was an idealist. "He said to
Satisfaction guaranteed.
me-'socialism is the only fair
society with totally equal opportuPhone 968-3501 evenings.
nitie~. and where all things are
shared.' He admitted that the
particular state of socialist perfection had not yet arrived, but that
when it had reached total

SX Construction Company

Bill B. Essex

Free Estimates

Buy a Brewer's
. ·Dozen.
It's like getting an extra
bottle in every box.

'~

Eva Marie Carne
achievement, socialism would be
the ideal society."
The school had made some
rather stiff demands of any author
they were likely to study.
Socialist realism was an absolute necessity. "They want their
writers to be acceptable and to
take the positive view." Carne
pointed out that th.e school was
very critical of young writers who
were too esoteric or who dealt
with way-out characters. "They
felt that literature should describe
real people-the down-to-earth
variety, '1 said Carne.

to West Germany and hear an
attack on the criminality in East
Germany."
Carne was surprised to learn
how much the Easterners knew
about the United States. One
russian woman told her that she
knew there was a difference
between the city of Washington
and the state of Washington. The
"young idealist" told Carne that he
had read that 80 percent of the
U.S. high -school students had
never heard of the German
Democratic Republic, the official
name of East Germany.
Carne stressed that East Germ"I was aware in theory, but had any is not a crowded country.
never experienced in practice, the Therefore, there are no unemployhostility that exists between East ment problems-there is, in fact, a
and West Germany," Carne labor shortage. Professor Carne
stated. "In the morning when I believes that in · an earlier
tuned my radio to East Germany, I interview, a reporter had taken
would hear .a report on the her to mean that East Germany
criminality in West Germany.
was crowded.
Growing tired of that, Carne
Professor Carne expressed that
continued, 1 would tune my radio the most heart-rending aspect of the people livin~ under communism is the distrust that lurks
even between members of the
same family. She pescribed one
old Lithuanian woman who was
traveling with her 20 year old son.
In the son's presence, the woman
would say, "It took us some time to
get used to the new regime, but
now we really like it." When the
son had gone, Carne said the
woman told them, "four of us live
in a _two-room apartment." "I am
so totally miserable and ashamed,"
the old woman sobbed. "I believe
in God and am religious, but I do
not dare talk · to my sons of
religion.
I dare not," she
continued, "because it could hurt
them in their work-they might
e.ven report me to the authorities."
0

O lympia's . World is a world of big taste. That's why you'll
fi nd twelve 12-ounce bottles in our "Brewer's Dozen" case.
Not 11-ounce bottles like some other brands-but 12 great~
tasting ounces in every Oly you pour. That's 12 more ounces
each half-case. It's like getting an extra bottle in e_very ·b ox.
St: when you have the good fortune to live in Olympia's World,
mfli".~ sure you get to taste it in a big way. Buy our Brewer's
And ~e t more of a good thing.

Catholic C~mpus
Ministry

I'

MID8TAT8 DISTRIBUTORS

Water Street,

Ellensburg, Washington ·

Conte taste

Olympia's World.

Mass Schedule:
Saturday 5: 00 p.m.
Sunday 10 :00 a.m.
11 :30 a.m ,
Center far Campus Ministry
( 1001 N. Alder)
7:00 p.m.
St. Andrew's ( 401 N . Water)
DAILY: 4:30 p.m.
Word of God Chapel - Newmon House
( 706 Sprague )
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·. Hacky Sack:-do it jusf fot 'kicks'
.

by Val Vardeman
Sometimes, exercise is just plain
~fun. At least, that's what Hacky
Sack players seem to think.

A Hacky Sack is a leather
beanbag-like obje~t that is 'about

the size of a - Grade A meduim
chicken egg and is hand-made in
Haiti. It is tossed into the air
and kept t'here by various kicks or
"hits," as they are called by Hacky
enthusiasts. The Hacky Sack itself
is also referred to as a Footbag.

John Stalberger is the 27-yearold athlete who originally developed the Hacky Sack. He was
looking for a "unique exercise, that
concentrates on development of
eye-to-foot coordination, and the
enhancement of balance, quickness, agility, flexibility, and
concentration it takes to play all
sports," according to an instruction sheet provided with the
Hacky Sack. The instruction sheet
was pu'blished by the National
Hacky Sack Association, located in
Oregon City, Oregon.
The National Hacky Sack
Association was formed by Stalberger to promote the Hacky Sack
as a warm-up exercise, a pastime,
and as a competitive sport, whichever appeals to the individual
player . . They include in the
information a description and
photographs of the various kicks
used, a short history of the Hacky
Sack, and instructions for it's
maintenance. Other functions of
the association include introducing
'the Footbag to grade school
groups and refereeing rules
disputes.
According to the N.H.S.A., the
care and feeding of a Hacky Sack
begins with the application of a
small amount of water. Then, roll
it briskly between the hands. Add
a few drops of leather. dressing

{mink oil is terrific), and work it in.
After just a few minutes, the
Footbag should be ready for
action.
Three month Hacky veteran
Tom Sieler recommends casual
~pparel for playing the game. He
suggests a T-shirt, shorts, athletic socks, and tennis shoes for
freedom of movement. The tennis
shoes will also provide a more
consistent kicking surface, according to Sieler. If worn, long
pants should be secured to the leg
to prevent interference with
kicking.
Sieler and several of his friends
play Hacky Sack both as an
individual conditioner and as a
recreational sport. Aside from
games suggested by the N.H.S.A.,
they have created several games
of their own. One of them is called
"Astro-Hacky'', and involves
throwing the Footbag into the air
and attempting to kick it and keep
it going when it comes down.
Official Hacky Sack rules state

The Sunday Night Supper Club
invites you to dinner
Sundays, 5-7
at

1111!

the Center for Campus Ministry
l l th and Alder

TAV~
Downtown

OUTSIDE KICK-Tom Sieler sends the leather footbag Dying with
one of the five basic kicks used in "Hacky Sack." The game can be
played individually, or in teams over a net.

•
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This quarter we are watching
and discussing the PBS series,

On SundaJ••
Spaghetti
Feed

"THE LONG SEARCH"
an examination of the human
religious experience

s12s
4:00 'til 1:00

All the sports
on our
Big. Screen
Television

Hash
Pulse

VISA'

•

Organically Grown
Souvenir~ '

0 en

til 8 p.m.

Now serving
sandwhiches
until 8:00
daily and
on Saturdays

Don't Forcet.
*Big Screen Sports
* SundaJ Spaghetti
*·sandwiches DailJ

At
CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.

. . . . . . .MILK. . . :. , . , . •· --~ I ·1
i Alw/';,8,iav!f::. ~ ~I
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i

*Farm Fresh 2% milk
72~ 1/2 gal.
Fann Fresh Grade A
70$ 1h gal. ·
Past/Homo milk 72~ 1/2 gal.

*
*

I

>
___)

~

DRIVE IN

Open
Mon.-Sat.
1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Food
coupons
acceptei.

419 .w. 15th-925-1821

(offer expires Dec . 31, 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

that the Footbag should not touch
the body above the waist.
'According to an article from
Newsweek dated May 22, 1978, at
least three Oregon colleges are
fielding Hacky Sack teams., The
article also reported that · some
47 ,000 Hacky Sacks had been sold
between September of 1977 and
May of 1978.
After three months playing
Hacky Sack, Sieler reports a 25
consecutive hit record. Improvement begins rapidly for the green
player, according to Sieler. Rookies Steve Wooliver and Jack
McMaster averaged ten and seven
hits respectively, after only one
week of play.
The initial reactions to seeing a
Hacky Sack in use are varied and
entertaining, said Sieler. Students
here at Central seemed somewhat
reluctant to try it.
"I couldn't get anybody to play
at first," he said. "Now, most
people's reaction is 'it look s
crazy...! want to try it!' "

Downtown

Located Just 8 Blocks West
of Nicholson Pavilion
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F o-o d n' Fixins offered
Central's International Club will
be sponsoring an International
dinner and variety show on
Saturday, November 4. These are
just a few of the events coming up
in the International Festival which
will take place October 30 through
November 4.
The dinner will be home cooked
by club members, and all of the
dishes will be specialties from
their native lands. This six course
meal will include Mahashi from
Saudi Arabia, Kiina from Bangladesh, Bhagiya (vegetarian) from
India, Gaspacho from Spain,
Kanamblolly from Thailand, Beef
and Bean Thread from Taiwan,
Makizushi from Japan, African
Chicken from Africa (Tanzania)

and Chinese Almond Cookies from
China. The International Friend- .
ship Luncheon Group from the
Chestnut Street Baptist Church
will be helping with dinner
preparation.

"Wit!iin Its ·Frequency Range,
•
The Sonic Equal of
·
• The Most Expensive Systems"

ADVE'\T·

.INAol
Technics
by Panasonic

If you are on a budget, like most of us,· and yet want really
no-compromise performance, then System 629 should be your first
consideration.
This unique combination of components begins with the superb
new Advent /! loudspeaker which combines really wide ·frequency
range with the same tonal balance, dispersion, and power handling
capabilities of the more ,expensive Advent Loudspeaker. In fact,
we feel the Advent /1 will soon be our best seller. We've matched
this high-performance Advent /1 with the new NAD 7030 receiver.
Within its power rating (which is in excess of 30 watts/channel)
the 7030 sonically compares with the most expensive separate
chassis components. The Ortofoµ FF 15E cartridge has a
frequency range and accuracy that complemen"ts the Advent /1.
The Technics semi-automatic belt drive Model SL-220 turntable
allows the FF 15E to track at extremely light stylus forces,
reducing .record wear to the absolute minimum.

System
Price

·$ 629.

Including Our " Blue Chi1: System" Warran!y .

Faith

$1.00 per person with the proceeds

going to the A.S.C. Tickets for
both events may be purchased as a
package at $6.50 per person and
$12 per couple. They are available
at the A.S.C. Information Booth or
from the International Club. The
The smorgasbord-style dinner '. show will include Egyptian belly
will ~ limited to 300 guests. dancing, Australian folk singers,
Admission prices will be $5.50 per international folk dancing, Polyneperson and $10 per couple. Dinner sian dancers, Japanese singers,
will be served at 6:00 p.m. in the Nigerian dancers, and Indian and
S.U.B. cafeteria. Tickets may be Chinese instrumental performers.
purchased in the S.U.B. Proceeds Anyone with talent from cultural
will be used to start an backgrounds who would like to ·
International Club Scholarship participate in the Variety Show is
Fund.
welcome. Please contact the
International Programs office-The I{.lternational ·Variety Show 963-3612 or Kazi Ahmed, the
will start at 8:00 p.m. in Hertz International Club President at
Aud!torium. Admission will be 963-3257:

System629

Keep the

Just $101.08 Down, Cash Price with Tax
$661.08 - Down Payment $101.08 _:_ 24
Monthly Payments $26. 72 - Total Deferred Payment Price $7 42.36 - Annual
Percentage Rate 121/z - Upon Approval
of Credit - Insurance, If Desired, Extra.

Bev. Don Caughey
I work in ecumenical campus ministry. That means several
denominations support my position and that I work with campus
ministers from several other denominations. Not too long ago,
ecumenicity was seen as the wave of the future. Several
important Protestant denominations ltad begun the Consultation
on Church Union, and the value Qf working together seemed to
offer efficjency as well as affirmation that we .were all Christians
engaged in a common task. We did not ignore our differences, but
they were less iinportant than our unity. 'Pluralism' was the word
we used to describe this approach.
The problem with pluralism was that we really had not wrestled
with parochialism. Ecumenical work was often a matter of
necessity rather than principle, and within each denomination
there was perpetuated an attitude that while we were all equal,
our way was more equal than others. It was hard to escape the
idea that ecumenicity required us to stifle our individual identities
and blend into a homogenized neutrality. Those of us who were .
directly engaged in ecumenical work had also encountered
difficulties working with other denominations where decision-making processes were isolated and different from those with
which we were familiar. Money was a major point of irritation and
conflict, but it was really a symptom of the fact that ecumenical
relationships had been established on shaky ground and without
the covenants they required. It was like a marriage of convenience
without real love.
The divisions in Christianity have made it difficult to talk about
Christian faith in places like Central where people are looking for
some consistency. When Christians say different things, it is hard
for others to know who they should believe. When · Christians
disagree passionately, many outsiders are turned off and
convinced that it is better to stay away from the confusion. But I
am convinced that it is not our cj.ifferences or even the intensity-of
our convictions which destroys our unity. The unity of the Church
is most visible when we feel free to express our differences with
each other. When we feel that we have to cover up anger or stifle
our contempt for each other, unity is a sham. We need to examine
contempt and see if it does not indicate something rotten in
ourselves, but we need to listen to those who are contemptuous of
us. When the unity of faith allows Christians to fight without
dropping out or driving others out, the greatest testimonial to
Christian ecumenicity and unity is being made.
Iri pluralism, the differences of others become -blessings. Rather
than being an indication of my error or your error, your
uniquenes·s allows me to have mine: Parochialism treats
differences as a curse, and it is the one type of uniqueness which
destroys unity. The ultimate commitment of pluralism is that we
are in this fix of being human together. The difference between
· those who make that commitment to life and those who stand on·
the sidelines is all the difference in the world.

Year after year, semester after semester, the
CollegeMaster from Fidelity Union Life has .been the
most accepted, most popular plan on campuses all
over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster
Field Associate in your area:
925-4175. -·

iiiliAvalon.
925-4176

·-

1
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. •. .
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CDilegeMasterll
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....·. ·.,, 4

r-:Rick s&saki
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•
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going places"
•••
•
434 North Sprague • ,.
Ellen-sburg ••

"Our business is
STORE HOURS:
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(Closed Sunday)
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Entertainntent

New professors on Campus
CJ

There are many riew faces on
the Central campus every quarter.
Not only are these the faces of new
students, but also the faces of
faculty and administration personnel.
.'.J..'he Art, Music and Drama
Departments have five new faces
this quarter.
The Drama
Department and the Art Depart.ment both have one new professor
each and the staff of the Music
·Department has increased by
three.

Jeff Cox
Among the promising new
professors in the Music Department this year is Jeff Cox. He will
be instructing in the area of
strings, and his responsibilities
include class strings and first year
theory as well as private violin and
viola lessons. He will also be
participating in orchestra and a
faculty trio composed of himself
(playing violin) and Professors
Maria De Rungs (cello) and
Bonalyn Bricker-Smith (piano).
Cox's other interests include
South Indian violin, calligraphy,
and botany.

BOrn in Denison, Iowa, Cox has
most of his life in Iowa and
Oregon. He graduated from high
school in Iowa City; Iowa, where
his father was Professor of
Education and Associate Director
of Admissions for Iowa State
University.
Cox attended Eastman School of
Music in Rochester, New York.
There he received Bachelor _of
Arts and Master's degrees in
s~nt

Music. From there he went to the
Yale School of Music and earned a
Master of Musical Arts degree.
During those years, Cox established himself as an innovative and
capable musician. At Eastman, he
and three other students formed
the first Graduate String Qu~et,
now a continuing program there.
Several years after the group was
formed, they were asked to go to
the Yale School of Music and
initiate a Graduate String Quartet
·
program there.
Among their many accomplishments are a Midwest tour and
work with many outstanding
musicians.
These include the
Cleveland Quartet, the Guarneri
Quartet, the Fine Arts Quartet
and the Tokyo Quartet• . Cox also
has played with Oscar Shumsky
and Raphael Hillyer of the Julliard
School of Music. Last March, they
gave a debut recital at Carnegie
Hall, an honor awarded them for
winning the Southern Connecticut
Young Artists' Competition.
Cox's primary instrument is
violin. While at Eastman, he
studied privately with Millard
Taylor and Syoko Aki; and at Yale,
he studied with Broadus Erle.
Cox speaks fondly of the musical
experiences that have shaped his
career. "Probably the most
exciting and beautiful times were
those spent rehearsing in the
evenings at Syoko Aki's home.
She lived in a lovely forested area
of the Connecticut countryside,
and we would spend hours sight
reading chamber music in that
beautiful setting."
Looking ahead, the technical
aspects of Cox's goals for the year
are fairly well defined by the
classes he will be teaching.
Beyond that, however, he hopes to
create an interesting and challenging atmosphere for his students.
"I'm excited about the students
and their potential,'' said Cox.
"There's a lot of creativity and a
pleasing variety of approaches and
insights among them."

Sidney Nesselroad
Opera enthusiast Sidney Nesselroad has also joined Central's
Music Department staff this. year.
The thirty-two year old native of
rural Jackson County, West
Virginia, comes to us from the
University of Wisconsin at La
Crosse. His wife, Dr. EliZabeth
Nesselroad, is currently teaching
in the Special Education field. She
and their children, Lara, 8, and
Brian, 4, will be joining Nesselroad
here in December.
The music program in Nesselroad's high school offered only a
band -curriculum, in which he
played brass, string bass, and
percussion instruments.
After high school; Nesselroad
enrolled in West Vi,rginia University, where he completed a double
major in Applied Voice and Theory
and Con;aposition. He was drafted
in 1969 ·and spent two years in

Viet-Nam as a linguist for military
intelligence. Immediately after hiS
discharge, he entered graduate·
school at the University of Illinois,.
·where he earned a Master's
dpgree in Voice in one year._
Nesselroad then began work- on a
Doctor of Musi~l ,Arts degree,
with a heavy minor in Musicology.
Only a partially written thesis
remains for his completion of this
degree.
Nesselroad seems eager to work

University of West Virginia, under
the direction of the late Dr. Scott
Stringham.
"Somehow my grasp of music
fell into place during that ·
experience. I grew up as a person
1md a musician there," recalled
Nesselroad.
Rather than the occasional
course offering that it has been
here in the past~- Nesselr0acf wo~d
also like to see the opera workshop
become a continuing program,
eventually presenting full opera
productions io the general public.
"It's a shame opera has such a
reputation," says N esselroad.
"People get v~ions of the cartoons
they've seen . - the hippo m a
ballet suit screeching high ~otes.
They are aware of the parodies of
opera but not opera itself.
with the Chorale, expressing a Somehow when you combine the
positive recollection of what chQir drama element with music, the
participation can be. He refers presentation becomes a unique
especially to his membership in· experience, a procluct greater than
the University Singers at the the sum of it'$ parts."
!More profesBOrs next week.

GIRL

GOO·DBYE

Don't Miss It Today

°Coming Home"
She fell in love with him
as he fell in love.with her.
But she was still anothermail's reason
. ..... . - ... :. ::u{9r coming h()IIl.¢· r
. :}::)?~:

·· ··.·.

.Johnson's-Auto Glass
Auto Glass and Upholstery
Roof Vents and
Pick-up Duo Vents Installed.
Richard S. Calkins
Phone 925-3777

413 N. M ain Street
Ellensburg
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George Carlin performs
by Mary Fridlund

.

The spirit of Lenny Bruce is
alive and well! Monday, October
16, Bruce's spirit appeared in
Nicholson Paviijon in the body of
George Carlin. For those of you
who are not familiar with Bruce,
he was a comedian in the late
fifties who was arrested, ·harassed,
and banned for what people stated
was his "off-color nightclub routine."
Carlin, the man o'f many faces,
seems to take over where Bruce
left off. First, in the 60's he was
~xpelled from Las Vegas-more
:ecently, his act was banned in
~ew York. This, just as in ,the

ease of Lenny Bruce, was taken to
court. Carlin was more fortunate
. than Bruce, as Carlin's show still
goes on. And on indeed it did go.
Carlin performed before a capacity
crowd who laughed with, joked
over, and thought about the pearls
of wisdom that continually rolled
from Carlin's mouth for two hours.
Carlin· started off his two hour
show with a list of zany headlines
stating, "You have been away
from home for about an hour now.
God only knows what has gone on
out there." So Carlin brought us
up to date-"Rapist chokes to
death on whistle," "21 killed in 21
gun salute" ... from then on, it was
Carlin's show. For the next two

LIBERTY Theatre OPEN 6:45
925-9511
Shows 7:00 & 8:50

hours, Carlin weaved in and out
from one subject to another with
such grace and ease that the
audience went along more than
willingly.
Carliri's records have sold
millions and are very funny. But
when the body movements and
facial expressions are added,
everything that comes from this
man becomes hilarious. The
combination of crossed eyes,
distorted face and different levels
of body movement on the stage
make for a visual treat as well as a
listening pleasure.
Carlin draws many childhood
memories back to mind with his
comments on being too small and
too young. Everyone in the world
at one time or another has heard
· these phrases. Even at full adult
growth, many people are still told
that they are "too little." Carlin's
. witty comments on ·this subject
must have brought back many
fe.elings of frustration to his
·
audience.
Many of the targets in Carlin's
act were plays on very common
words. It seemed that the simpler
the phrase was, the funnier the
comedic comment. Many people
on campus must still by trying to
figure out just how long a moment

is, or just how much time it takes ·aspect of "a near miss" in an
for a lamb to shake it's tail ·twice ·airplane collision (which looked ·.
(two shakes of a lamb's t.ail.)
more like a near hit to Carlin) to
Funniness was sprouting all the use of the term "Cotild · you
over the stag07even the momen- please get on t.he plane." . Carlin . .
tary breaks to refill hiS water glass said he.would leave the getting on ·.. : .
sparkled wiih creativity~. . The the plane to Evil Knievel and ..
prefer
to get in the
plan~. . · ·.
.
.
.
.
pitcher from which the water was · would
poured had a mp top . .
· Even ·feminine ·deodorant s~ay · ·..
"I feel. like a ventiloquist .every did not miss Carlin's creative wit;· .
time I open this thing," Carlin . Carlifi·.·_pondered the · questfon. ·of .·:. ':_
chuckled.
Even a common deodoranL . '.' If they call one ::.~n ..· ·
housefly .became a sour.c a of · .under .arm spray• .why .dQn't .they '
amusement to Carlin and his call the .other .one . ari .uhder Je·g .·
spray?"
said•. · The reas.OnsJire .
audience.
···
·
This man has the rare ability to self expfanatory ~ · · ·
In the . closfng moine~tS ·. o(ihe :, ..
take the ordinary and make it zing
with humor. Carlin states that he show, Carlin launched )nto the
loves the ironic and absurd, yet world famous portion of hiS · act~ ·. ·
. .
. . .
most of his topics of humor are
From the response it received · ·
very everyday ... until Carlin gets from the audience, it . must have
his hands on them.
been what ·a·. lot of · them ·:were .
. Nothing was safe from this waitinJr for--"The Seven J)irty· ··
comedic clown's grasp.
Even Words."
These . words, · which
well-known products were not safe Carlin skillfully reviewed.
·Ms ·
when they were within Carlin's audience, cannot be said on.·radio·
reach. 'Have you ever thought · or T.V. The reason for the ·word .··
what would happen if they took list made by Carlin was to J)Oiiii
the name of the Wham-o toy out the unfounded censorship the.
company and gave it to an media has to deal with.
. .
.
..
airlines?" Carlin mused. "Would
No matter how you felt abc>ut .· ·
you ever fly on an airline named
George Carlin's performance. yoµ .··· ·
Wham-o?"
Airlines were the focus of many have to admit~you'll never fofgef·
of Carlin's comments, from the what you heard and sa\V.
I

= .
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:
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Promotor Central grad .··
Burt Reynolds
"Smokey AND THE Bandit"
Sally Field · Jerry Reed arc
Jackl- e Gleason ~~ ~-,. ··:; ···· ~
! -- -

The VILLAGE
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OPEN 6:45
925-4598

ENDS TUESDAY
Shows
Nightly

AT
7:00
&
9:05

by Mary Fridlund

What causes a concert? The
people just don't show up and say
here I am, let's do a show; that's
where the concert promoter comes
in. This week when George Carlin
made his unforgettable appearance at Central, the concert
promoter was standing quietly in
the background. Brian Murphy's
visit to- Central was not strictly a
business trip.
In 1969, Brian
Murphy became a graduate of
Central University (at that time
C.W.S.C.)
Murphy had put in his years at
Central and in 1969 was heading
out into the world to teach at a
local junior high.
While Brian was at Central, he
had the honor of serving as the
social activities chairman for the
Student Government Association.
Murphy helped to bring acts like
George Carlin to Central. His days
of books and blackboards were

Virginia's Fall dres~s arrive.

200 1 2 E. 4th

962-9442

Always wonted to FLY?
Rotes for our 172 ore :
!_J 2 on hour dry
·Or·
Join our ch..ib for ' 25 o month &
'8.50 on hour dry
Instructor Rotes : ' S.00 on hour

CALL
_963-2269 or 925 -9 576

SPORTSMEN

CHOOSE ~~G
IRISH SETTERS
For hunting. fishing. hiking . camping . they-' re the
most comfortably rugged all-around sports boot
anybody has come up with yet. Come see us-we'll
show you why. Also available in women's sizes

I RED WING h~? I
MUNDY'S SHOE STORE
4th & Pearl - Downtown

d

never to happen. Murphy was
offered a job with a promoting
company in Los Angeles, and his
life in the promotion world began.
"I remember the first concert I
ever helped bring to Central,"
Brian stated." It was held in
McConnell Auditorium and 65
people showed up." Murphy's first
concert with a group called the
Travelers Three, was no indication
of the kind of concerts he was to
someday promote.
After living 'in Los Angeles for a
short time, Murphy returned to
the area and to a job at Northwest
Releasing in Seattle. In a few
years, Los Angeles beckoned
again and Murphy returned to
L.A. again as a promotor.
Murphy now works with Avalon
Attractions, a concert promotional
company which is based in Santa
Monica. In the time he has spent
in Los Angeles, Murphy has
promoted concerts for such big
name entertainers as Rod Stewart, Fleetwood Mac and David
Bowie. Murphy spends time on
the road with Carlin and Stewart.
but is basically kept busy with
promoting concerts in the area
between Sacramento and the
southern border of California.
How did Murphy feel about his
trip back to his Alma Mater?
"Things haven't changed that
much," Murphy said. "Dorm life

Brian Murphy
sure has changed," he added.
When Murphy went to Central,
dorms had curfews and malefemale fraternization in dorms was
taboo.
There was one thing that
Murphy did recognize, that was
the Director of Student activities,
John Drinkwater. Murphy and
Drinkwater had been classmates
in their college years.
Mur_phy, at 31, is doing what he
does best; so when you remember
the unforgettable George Carlin,
don't forget Brian Murphy, the
man who brought him to Central.

.·.·. ·.. ·:
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Photos By
Damian A. Schwarz
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Court to Hear FCC 'Dirty Words' Case;
(\tes free S~ee,th
Impact on Broadcast Freedoms Foreseen ·
\n '(01\\n (ose
• • C e·
AFTRA Supports
The PaclflCI_ IAS d. His Seven Four.:tetter Words :a~ific~ Radio
George Carlin n .
.
.
n Carlin Case'
Justice
for
Court Will Look
Appeals Court 16irls I Carlin's
at 'Dirty Words'

~ot\t\to Mtome~

·FCC 'Dirty 116rd'Ban
.

v

I
'1

7ni.ori. ds
.' I.Ji

Justice De
FCC'
pt. Opposes
. s Broadcast
Ban .

11

I

HEAR IT ALLON LITILE DAVID RECORDS AND TAPES. ·
::;;;:· GEORGE C:ARUN
;\:· occuPATIOM:: F'OOLE . . .·.·
FM & AM
LO 7214 / TP 7214 / CS 7214

CLASS CLOWN

LD1004/TP1004/CS1004

:::Contains
"Seven Words"

OCCUPATION: FOOLE
LD1005/TP1005/CS1005

:::Contains
"Filthy Words"

TOLEDO
WINDOW BOX

AN EVENING WITH
WALLY LONDO

LD 3003 / TP 3003 t CS 3003

LO 1008 / TP 1008 / CS 1008

99 .

$5
$·599

PER LP

PER TAPE

ON THE ROAD
LO 1075 t TP 1075 / CS 1075

Columbia Center
in Kennew.ick

.I

Wenatchee Valley Mall
~

Northtown Shopping Center
in Spokane

_7-.
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It's a
happenin'

McConnell Auditorium
Tuesday
October 24 at 8 p.m.

,by Jody Daigneault

Tickets: $2.00
If you're heavily involved with Tree Frog beer or are
satisfactorily amused by entertainments such as television shows
like Eight Is Enough or Bee Haw, then Japanese art films like
Kwaidan are probably not for you.
Kwaidan, the October 8
installment of the A.S.C./English Department Classie 'Film Series,
wasn't only for Harvard graduate intellectuals, however.
The strange surrealistic plots of the four tales that made up
Kwaidan coupled with the bright, yet mystical, color photography
made the film a classic by almost any set of standards. The four
plotlines dealt with subjects such as murder, death, infidelity,
illusion, delusion, ghosts, love, war and body mutilation. Covers
just about everr-t;hing, doesn't it? .
The storylines of the films within a film were amazingly well
developed. The uncanny attention paid to even the most minute
details enhanced the film to a point beyond description. The
directing of Masaki Kobayaski (bet you can't say that 50 times real
·fast) took the film far beyond what could have .possibly been little
more than a mundane Grade B. Japanese ghost story with a touch
of the Twilight Zone (subtitled of course) mixed in.
The most enjoyable portion of the film was the entitled Boichi,
'The Earless. Hoiehi was an innocent, blind minstrel who got;
tricked into playing his instrument and reciting his epic poetry for
some rowdies who had been interred at the local eenietary for a
number of centuries. Poor little Hoichi didn't realize that as soon
as the dead boys were done with him, they planned to t~ar him to
shreds.
To make a long and extremely complicated story, short, some
priests painted Hoichi's body with holy scriptures, hoping that it
would ward off the bad guys. The plan almost worked, except for
the fact that in the rush to cover his entire body with the oriental
characters, someone neglected to cover his ears with the lettering.
Well, you guessed it - that night those nasty guys came and tore
little Hoichi's ears right off of his head. I bet that hurt a little.
Hoichi, the Earless featured the Japanese actor Yoshitsune
(What fun this -name could be were this not the CRIER) as
a samurai whose acting wasn't too far removed ·from John
Belushi's attempts at the same acting parts.
Kwaidan as a whole entity was a work of superb creativity. The
excellent photography unceasingly oozed out of the fllm to create
images and atmospheres unique to the world of cinema.

( Available at the information
booth i_n the SU 8:.)

Tlae perfection
o/ every
little move•••
ingeniously '
packs llae
empty stage.

, . ,.
·I"

A mime,
and a damn
good one!
The V1;:age Vu1ce -

You're lerrilic!
Th e

The A.S.C. dance featuring the rock group Janis was a failure,
but afailure only in terms of the attendance. I thought the band
was great, and I'm sure the six people who bought tickets for the
dance felt the same way. Can you believe that? Six people bought
tickets for the second dance of the year.
·
It probably wouldn't have made tnuch difference that so few
tickets were sold had the band been lousy, but the point is that
they were really good. The female front of the band sang well, and
showed great versatility on the flute and acoustic guitar. The
band's material included a lot of Heart, Linda Rondstadt, and
Fleetwood Mac.
So where were all the people? A good portion of them were out
in a couple of dorms having a disco, that's whe~e. I guess there's
nothing wrong with that if that's what people want to do, although
the A.S.C. is being forced to cancel many of the remaining
scheduled dances -for the rest of the quarter. Oh well, you asked
for it-you got it. And John Revolta is laughing all the way to the
bank.

Y, irk

T ir~:es

There was a
loucla ol lhe
bizarre as some
screamed and
many cradled
U.eirlaces
lrom a fantasy
much too
real.

If you were one of the many who neglected to make it to see
American BuHalo, thep. go away. Go read the News Notes again or

go turn on Charlie's Angels. I've nothing to say to you, except that
you probably missed the most professionally done and
dramatically intense play of the school year (I'd say the
chronological year, but the student play When Ya Comin' Back
Red-Ryder performed earlier this year still stands as one of the
best plays I've seen at any time).
While I'm at it, there's a few things that need to be said to you
folks who dislike the play because of the "obscene" language the
three actors used. The play very accurately represented the
language that street people use on a regular basis. It seems to me
to be a terrible shame that you could .not get past the use of
off-color language in order to grasp what the actors and author of
the play were putting across . .
Now where was I before I got sidetracked? _Oh yeah. the play.
American Buffalo came, it saw less than capacity crowds, but it
conque~ed those who wanted to see a play that offered fantastic
characterizational development along with deep insight into the
minds and behavior of small time, big city losers.
The play enabled the individuals.in the audiences to go as deep
as they wanted to in understanding human relationships and
witnessing the seamy, and _very real, side of life.
I saw no holes or flaws in the play worth mentioning. Special
mention is due to technical assistants Ronnie Payne and Nancy
Hansen (both Central students) for their outstanding technical
duties in the play. Director Cedric Winchell and set designer Bill
Forrester are pr~fessionals who very aptly showed why they are
professionals in the business - they're competent and then some.
Last, but not least. the actors - John Alyward, Gregory Ross and
Dennis Arndt. They poured out their souls and an ineredi.ble
amount of energy and talent to make the play the brilliant success
that it was.
The student drama productions that will be performed here on
campus for the remainder of the year have their work cut out for
them with a play like American Buffalo as an act to follow. If
student productions performed here last year are any indication of
what they're capable. of, then its going to be a great year for the
dramatic arts.

~Je._,_.

Keilla
Berger,

The Tra1; s ;azer.
M orehea d. Ke:;tucky

whohds

studied Ille
-arlolmime
in France
and America,
took lo the
slreelsol
New York some
years back lo
Jeana and ply
his trade. He is
now a polished
virtuoso and
an insiglatlul
commenlatoro.n llae
human condition.
Keith Berger's street
perlonna.nces have
helped him to relate lo
ordinary people in a very .
unordinary way. He is
laandsome, brilliant, and•••
Jae should-not be missed.

We could
have put
laim outol
doors and
' laadan
unbelievably large
audience.
!7 a..o ::s ~
~ ·: ~: : · · · ...s::: .

Ryron Be:t. Newhouse Newspapers

Tlae
lunclalime
'leaser!••broughl a lull house. Aside lrom a
major concert, Jae drew llae largest student turnout in tJae last few yeais. - Carthage College. W 1sconsin
This is llae largest a,u dience ~y single perlormer
laas drawn on our campus /or as long as
anyone can remembez;, Oral R, >berts Umv('ISitv'. Okia hom~
Torrence AssociAtes

C2121541 -4620
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FALL
Margaret, are you grieving
Over Goldengrove unleaving?
.L eaves, like the things of man, you
Photos By

With you fresh thoughts care-for, can you?
Damian A. ffrhu·arz

Ah! as the heart grows older
Though worlds of wanwood leafmeal lie;
It. will come to such sights colder
By and by, nor spare a .sigh
And yet you will weep and know why.
Now no matter, child, the name:
Sorrow's springs are the same.
Nor mouth had, no nor mind, expressed
What heart heard of, ghost guessed:
It is the blight man was born for,
It is Margaret you mourn for .
."il'UI\<.
/l)

n1> F II. I .:

TO I )0/ " ' U/11.I>
<;t-. /Ulll> \1 . /HJ/'/\./\ ."i
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Wildcats triu1nph·over Wildcats
by Dave Christopher

It was the Wildcats of Chico
State that handed the Wildcats of
Central their fourth loss of the
season, as they were defeated
24-11 last Saturday on Tomlinson
Field.
!"'
Central was 'h urt by six
turnovers, which caused their
defense to be on the field too long.
~
Coach Parry feels it was a classic
example Of Central beating themselves.
On Central's first offensive
t·
possession, Jon Martin's third
down pass was picked off by Chico
State's Bill Foltmer, who galloped
37 yards, returning the ball to the
'-'
Central two yard line.
With less than two minutes gone
in the game, Chico did not waste
anytime converting the turnover
II)
into points. It was fullback Dan
Sweeney on the second down who
plunged in from one yard out to
put Chico up 7--0.
•
AftAfter both team's failure to
move the ball and an exchange of
punts, Central took possession on
their 0'1Vn 10 yard line. It was from
~ there that quarterback Jon Martin
engineered an 89 yard scoring
drive by mixing the run with the
ct>
pass.
~
The big play came when it was
fourth down with 8 yards to go for
a first, and Martin hit Tom
(t,
Scarsorie on a pass for a 19 yard
<t gainer. Central moved the ball
down to the Chico State 11 yard
line but could get no further. Dale
Drllevich came in to kick a 28 yard
• field goal that put Central on the·
board, making the score 7-3.
Following the kickoff, Chico
• moved the ball to Central's 37 yard
line, but Central's defense got
tough and did not let Chico convert
another first down, as Central took
over possession.
It appeared Central's offense
was going to put another drive
together when, on their first play,
l• ~ Homer Barber busted outside for a
9 yard gainer. Then Martin picked
up 5 yards and a first down on a
keeper. But then Chico's defense
~ ' : , tightened up and held C_e ntral,
putting them in a third down and 7
bind. With the ball on the Chico
State 41 yard line, Martin's pass
was intercepted by Chico's Bucky
Hargrove. He raced 30 yards,
returning the ball to Central's 30
c"!>
yard line.
~
"He really can't hum the ball
with that splint on his finger,"
Parry said, speaking of Martin and
the broken finger on his passing
(i hand.
,
Again Chico capitalized on the
Central turnover. Only five plays
~
after the interception, Chico
quarterback · Terry Stokes hit
running back Tony Lucas on an 11
yard touchdown pass. The extra
point was good, giving Chico an 11
point lead. They were on top 14-3
with 9:44 remaining in the second
quarter.
On Central's next possession,
Payton Lonon replaced Jon Martin
at quarterback, who had thrown
two interceptions. "We brought
him in mainly because we needed
to see what he could do, especially
with our upcoming road trip,"
(• Parry said, referring to Lonon.
.,. Chico's defense held Central and
forced them to punt. Then,
Central's defense held Chico and
r~ made them punt.
Central's Jim
Leers fumbled the punt and Chico
recovered on Central's 32 yard
line.
,
o
Chico moved the ball down to
the 18 yard line, but then Central's
defense dug in and pushed Chico
<{9

back to the 30 yard line. Chico
tried a 43 yard field goal which
was no good, as the first half ended
14-3.
"I have nothing but praise for
the defense. They had to come in
several times with their backs
against the wall and they did very
well," said Parry.
Opening the third quarter,
Chico took the kickoff and began to
put a drive together. But the
drive was foiled by four penalities
for 66 yards and Chico had to punt.
Central took possession following the punt on their own five yard
line. It was all Payton Lonon who
put the 95 yard scoring drive
together, as he totalled 76 yards
and ran around the right end from
one yard for the touchdown. "I
was very impressed with the play
of Lonon today," said Parry.
Lonon lead Central's rushing
game, running for 112 yards total.
Trailing 14-9, Central's field
goal kicker Jay Rothermel went
around left end on a pitch to· get
t~e two point conversion, which
made the score 14-11.
Chico came right back to put in a
scoring drive of their ' own.
Following the kickoff return, Chico
moved the ball from their own 24
down to the C. W. U. 15 before
being stopped. Chico's Chris
Farinha came in with one second
left in the third quarter to kick a
32 yard field goal to up their lead
17-11.
Farinha's kickoff went to Central's Jim Leers in his end zone.
Leers, unsure whether to run it
out, decided to - only to be
tackled on the two yard .line.
Lonon was a\>le to get some
breathing room as he moved the
ball out to the 32. But on second
and 13, 4>non went back to pass,
was hit, and fumbled.
Chico
recovered the ball at the C. W. U.
13 yard line. Again Chico wasted
little time capitalizing on the
turnover. On the second play,
running back Lucas went in from 4
yards out for the touchdown, to
make it 24-11.
Lonon lead Central back to
threaten with a scoring opportunity, as they had the ball on the
Chico 19 yard line. But thU.S

EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE-Three Central
defenaemen dump Chi~ State's quarterback. The
were not to be for Central.
Lonon's pass bounced off the
hands of tight end Ardell Moore,
was intercepted on the one yard
line and returned to the Chico 12.
Central got another chance
when their defense recovered a
Chico State fumble on the C.W.U.
48 yard line. But Chico's defense
came through as they held Central
oil downs ·and took over on their
24. Chico got the ball out to mid
field before they were forced to
punt.
Central's last hopes of scoring
were erased when Lonon's pass
was intercepted by Chico's middle
linebacker Don Mossbacher. Chico
then ran out the clock to run their
record up to 4-1 and drop Central
to 0-4.
The game saw Central for the
first time this season produce
more offense (327 total yards) than
their opponent (284 total yards).
It was Central's six turnovers to
only one for Chico that was the

last laugh was on Central, however, as Chico State
beat Central 24-11.

determining factor.
Reflecting on his team's schedule last summer, coach Parry said,
"We could be 0 and 4 and still have
a good team." Well, Central is 0
and 4 and it remains to be seen if

latter will be true.
Central will be on the road for
their next three games. They will
play Eastern Oregon Satlirday in
Lagrande. Eastern Oregon has a
season record of 1-4.

HOODED

SWEAT SHIRTS
.Pullover &
Zip-up Types

25%

OFF

PHOTO

STUDENTS I

Regular$10.50 to $12.00

NOW$7 .88 ·and $8~ 99

Assorted Colors

AT

Downt own
Mon. thru Sat. 9:30 to 5:30
Fridays until 9 :00
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Women's sports now in fulLsWing
Since the passage of the Title IX ·
act by Congress, directing education institutions to equalize their·
financial ·support of men's and
women's sports, the Central
women's sports programs have
progressed considerably;
·When there used to be just one
varsity sport per. season for the
-ladies, there is now a full load,
ranging from cross country to
softball, from basketball to field
hockey.

~~n::;:;:i::u:'":h:°U':-7 !::t:: i"~=;8~1:~.
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Soccer Club du,mpsfCJsfern,3;~l··
The~e two work weli :'together..
fiew past goalie Ron Button. . ·.
Just two minutes later it was· ..Both Can pass, score~ a~d"""'.'"just as'
tied. Cary Davidson again proved ·-· important-bOtb display the team
he is a capable and prolific goal leadership that iS so vitaL to a
scorer. The winger, fresh from successful team. · ·
"We lucked out." Said John·
Klimek, Soccer Club coach, after
his hat trick last week, connected
Davidson pushed the advanfrom about eight yards ott tne
Sunday's 3 to 1 escape over
right side.
tage to the final 3-1 score at the
Eastern. Those wh9 saw .t he game
18 minute mark with a penalty
Matt Bull pushed the Club ahead boot. Davidson was tripped from
know why. For those who didn't,
at 12 minutes. Bull's shot came behind in the Eastern penalty
the two halves were like night and
One Eastern winger was hungry from the right side, seven yards area. The direct free kick upped
day. . The fir~t 46, minutes showed· as the Eagles opened the scoring out. It was his fourih, tying hllp, Davidson's total to five for the new
(No Eastern player is
superior' soccer, as expeeted. The . four minutes in. · The 15 yard shot wi~h Davidson for-the team lead. year.
,..-·· - ·- ·
· - - ··- "' •· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . allowed to help the goalie, it's one
on one.)
by Greg Kummer

-second half was like a clinic on .
· "How to ·play stagnant soccer."
First the good half. Eastern
came into the contest off a 6-2
win over Whitworth. Head Coach
Mike · Holland~ an Englander,
fashions his · team in the English
longball style. Holland said before
the game, "We'll try to keep the ·
wingers fed."

"Before the game I check if the
goalie is right or left handed,"
Davidson explained. "Most people
are right handed so its harder for a
keeper to go to his left. That's
where I shot."
Davidson's shot went exactly

..

& Galaxy Room
Sf1Jd.ents ·Qet acquainted
wit~ . oU f complete ·. breakfast
Serving the Ellensburg community
and college for 37 years.

·! .

.

t . ·.,1 •· • •

where . he : wanted it• -the ball
.d eflecting off the .diving go&lie's . .
hands·: into-the ·net. , . · ·. . .
That sums it ~p "for · the . first
balf..:;.all the scoring took place
then. Bobby Storino just missed a
goal of a pass in another penalty
situation, and Matt. Bull drove a
shot about a .foot high on a long
shot shortly after that.
Centr?-1 outshot Eastern 12 to 2
in the first half with Davidson,
Bull, and Joe Havenkotter triggering three . each.
Now the bad half. Numerous
yellow cards were issu~d, (a
yellow card is "shown" to a player
by the referee .a s a warning for
rough and/or dangerous play) to
players on both teams, and the
Eastern keeper was kicked out for
rough play late in the contest~

Greyhound Ax.
The cure for
college blahs.

and dinn·e.r menu.
4 Bloclci

W. of C~llege
. U.i. Hwv 10
o-t J<t . of U.S.
Hwy. 97
Ellen~burg

. Restour ant 962-9977

·.

versity of Washington and Pacific
·
.
·
·· ·· ·
··· •·· season/ >
..
A trip to. the natjonals in Florida
Lutheran Saturday at Fort StellaCoach Jan Boyung$ said Ce~- ·'
·•
<. • ·
·awai~ the ·regional winner~.. · ·
coom near Tacoma. The Univer- tral'shighlightatthemeet wasthe . ·> ·:ce~trars .•yoileybaU .team got off:
sity of Washington won the meet performance of Cheryl Carpenter;_ to·~ great. .s~art
th~ · newly . · Ce~trill's, wi~s fast >weekend . ·~
with 23 points, and was followed who is a sprinter ~omp~ting in her £.~.r.·.~ed
.
_
.
·
_Pac-_7.·.·.' _.·c.· onfere_nc.e · . . ._by. ·.· w~re_ aga1nst_: p_._.u g_et S_oun_d 1~1. 3,
·
· ·. first 9ea8on of er<>ss country'. . She.
by P.L.U. with 4Q points and placedl 9 th overall and was · . \Vi~.nb,ig six straighi ~tcQes ·in:a . 1~2; Id.aho 15--;..5, l&-8; . Boise . Central at 60~
·
Ceritral's :fifth · place finisher: . ·. · ·:1ea8\1~ toaj'namentJast :wee}(end :: "_ State 15-1-, 1~; Eastern Wash- ·. ·
·at.Seattle. Univ~rsity~ ,..· . •· ·. ·. :. ·. · · lrigton. 15~13, · · 1.5~8. · Pacif.ic •
Carmen Aguirre placed fourth ·
"All~in-aUit was a good meet for· ,.· · ·Another lea~e event will take· :Lutheran 16-14~_ :1{}-;;15, 16-14;
to record Central's top finish with us/' Boyungs said. "The teainJs : pface· .next weekend ·'a t ~tern· . and -Seattle U.15-;.7; 15-5. "
.
a time of19:33 over the three mile coming along just super.''
· · Washington. ,The team·.with th~· .. , "W~'r.e playing -~uch beiter as a.
. course. Washington's Rainey "We still need work on, our . mo~t victories .in. the. tw~(:tourna~. · teairi/' eoach ·EJ.Uce: Killoril md~

Galaxy Room: 962-9908

It's a feeiing that slowly descends upon
ypu The exams. the pop tests. the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesisthey won't go away
But you can . This weekend , take off,
say hello to your friends. see the sights,
have a great time. You'll arrive with money in
your pocket because your Greyhound trip
doesn't take that much out of it.
If you're feeling iired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound alld split. It's
a sure cure for the blahs .

i- ,i

.ffA.I ·, I

>l

Greyhound Service
On•
To

Seattle
Yakima
Spokane

Round·
Trip

W1y

$7.05
$2.85
$10.80

$13.40
$5.45
$20.55

Departures
-4 Daily Departures
5 Daily Departures
2 Daily Departure&

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips .
(Pric es sub1ect to change J

Bus & Audrey Wyant

801 Okanogan

925-1177

_.-- ·--~

. : $1.00 .
(ONE DOLLARl

~. -

60 GREYllOlllJ

TAV··
STARTING SOON
A New Traditon
Live Music at the TAV

HALLOWEEN PARTY

... ·· ·

..
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Knowles', · The Best Te.m;s quar- Spiked Punch Bunch defeating
· · · ·. · • ··. · : ·
·• · · · .· · ·. terback, knows how to throw to Music Nuts 22-14, Bad Company
. Kicking .· off a -new .
.his recei\ters, with Bernie Gorman · 8-6, and Phallus Cowboys 16-6.
· · intramuraUootba.lL completed its scoring l, Steve Beu and Doug · With Mike McGinnis making the
first Week •of endurance · eompeti- Martenson · each scoring l, · and first touchdown and Frank Magtion. . · . · ·; ".
>: , . ·· aufus Crawford add~ng another> naghi the second, Bad Company
Leaglle A .a'ctitin. t®k . place .Lef;lding the defense, Kelly ·Baehr shut out Y-not 22-0.
Bruce
. Tuesday aJid· ?-'hursday with the · made two interceptions and Dick Rayment made a tag for a safety,
Wrestlers oyert~king the GOiden· · Butkus Jr. added · six sacks.
Ralph Straung caught the second
rods . 16-0 ·and ~·ating Blaine · Inddentally, The · Best Team is half touchdown pass, and Greg
TeverbauP. 2S.;.6,. ·Muff [)ivers I · the defending division champs .· Glover helped the defense with an
also eame lip \Vithadouble victory from last year whenthey were the · interception from Dale Walker to
taking Blame :· Teverbaugh 8~0 Do Wrong Boys. ·
Kirk Tuttle with only two and a
and winning by a ·iorfeit from Don· · . Horns All-st~rs looked good . half minutes left in the game, the
Kroll Jr •.,·.· Fredd.ie..s Un.de.rwater . · Tuesday . and · Wednesday in . B ·.M·G·E ·' s e d ged past the GoIden
Cement Kleaners took" a pair .by · l.eag"Ue ac.tion, but bOwed o.u t .o. n Buds 6-0. In other M.G.E. action,
cleaning' up Univ. er~it'y·. ·.v. ill•g
' e
Pat Wa re SC red on a 35 yard
34'-0 and Arthritis In ·Action . .T hursday 32_:..;8. · to· ·Mus"1•c·..-.N..'19ts. · pa f r Gn K 1 k · ·
W. ·.i th M1.'ke Sch
. el.lhorn ..sco.r in.g'. . the
ss rom reg u czy • wmmng a
12-8. · We Wil1.W
...· in. d1..dJ"usfth.a t .
6-6 t' b k
'th th 0
Th
.·. fir.st . sa.f.e.ty· .. a..nd....a.: 40 ...·ya.rd pass H'll
ie
rea erTw1ttl e ver
~
by overthrowi.n.·g· : t .h.·.e . Go
.· Ide.mods..·
G
d
1
fr
... <>.m R
.. obert Delgardo ·. to. Wayn. e
ang.
u e ma e an
34~6. w
. hile Arth
.· rit.·IS.' In Action .
. t ercept'ion at th e goa11'me m
. th at
. ll~s.tars.·.· .Clim
. b.. e. d ·. by m
accepted a forfejf from 'DOn J{r.()h . Floyd, H.o.r. ns.A
Jr.
·. · ..... ·· • : ,· ·. · . · ·.· - .. . :the Over The Hill Gfuig Tuesday game.
Mandingo Il•·lost · from one 16-Q. A 2 point conversion from ·
D league action showed Meisner
extreme to the , other :when Pelgardo. to Seott Billings came Frosh over Meisnerites 6-0 and
Univ~rsity Villag~ tQOk theni by a •.. after a 7 yard ruri touchdown from After Burners 12-6, Stephens0-0 tie breaker ·and . ·The : ·Best . Greg Rance. In ·Thursday's game, . Whitney [Clones] 14-0 over After
· Team stomped th~tii .38--0. : ·arad Rancethrew a wide open 50 yard Burners and a 18-18 tie breaker
.
. . .·
·.
pass to David Berry leading the over Muff Divers II. Rip City
·
. j .. · All-stars 24~0 over the Geritol . . ripped down Muff Divers D 24-0
·.· Jets.
and Quigley 16-0. Bad Knees
'.r
. In other Bleague games, Geritol Bears wiped T.C.O. 22-0. Mickey
lS•
. '. n··".·: .···e·.
Jets beat GOiden Buds 14-0, Fowler starred in that shut-out
lr.IJ
Phallqs Cowboy~ over Chehalis with two over-the-head diving
·14-:-0 · and Golden Buds 20-6, c~cus-catches for touchdowns.
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Levi Shop
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l FREE
Levi Miner Poster
with every purchase

I
I
I
I

I
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MUSIC NUT offers

()

"Food For Your Ears''
Special On New ·Releases

$4.99 .

•
Educational Center

Located at 718 East 8th

Call Dap Evenln11 • Weekends

in the Plaza Shopping Center

•

University Village Bldg.
4900 25th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98105

....

-··

•

.

•

. (206) 523-7617
For Information About Other Centers
In Major us Cities & Abroad
Outside NY state
CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223·1712

I

Citing one of the most useless and absurd projects completed on · I
campus over the summer, ~tudents taking P.E. will agree almost I
to the person, that the new student lounge in Nicholson Pavilion is I
nothing but a farce.
Lounge may not be the right word for it. Void of windows arid I
sparsely furnished with an entrance seemingly sawed out of the · I
wall, it leads one to feel they are in a carpeted cell. 'fhe carpet may
be the highlight of the whole room.
·
.
·
Though the thought was good (to keep students from around the ·I
offices at the gym-because the secretaries were complainfog I
about the noise), the result was worthless. Now, instead of sitting I
around and passi.ng t~e time of day, th~ students are standing ·· I
around and chattmg because all the furniture was mo_v ed away. The people haven't moved-they just stand up this ,,year.
A couple of different solutions could b~ utilized to·;:aniend the I
situation. One would be to spruce up the "lounge" quite a bit to I
make it livable. For instance, add some furniture and some
windows. Make it a little more communal·and ·attractive to the I
students. After all, if it was the intention for the students to use it, I
they shouid a.t least feel comfortable there and not alienated from I
the rest of society.
,
.
I
The second would be to disassemble the room and resort back to ·
the way we were. It's hard to believe the secretaries and student ' I
helpers were so offended by the talking that they couldn't get · 1
anything done. It was nice to see your friends waiting for you at 1·
the end of the hall after class. You didn't have to go looking for I
them down the hall and around the corner:where nobody would
·
I
want to be anyway.
And for those very few of you who ,really like the idea of having I
the lounge the .way it is and the place it's 'at now, an~ if by chance I
they do demolish the absµrdity, th_ere's still a s9lutlon for you. · .
The men's and women's rooms are down the hall and to your 1.
right.
.
I
It's difficult ~tatistically to see just where it. is the Cats have I
gone astray this year compared to .last se~son i,n football. After
four games last year, Central had one Victory . on the books, a
,
27-21 win over Eastern Washington-in contrast with their I
zippo-and-four to date in '78'.
I!
Actually, in most categories, the Cats have improved
remarkably over the preceding . compaign.
They've scored
seventeen more points over last year while holding the bad guys .to I
nineteen less. The Wildcats have rushed and passed for 98 more I
~ards this !ear and have defensed the opponents to 120 yards }ess , .
m comparison.
·
-·
·
Total average gain per play shows a noticeable improvement of I
over half a yard for. the Cats, while the other teams have not
increased at all; in fa~t they've ·decreased by a slight pe~centage. • So why is it Central has yet to garner a victory this year? I'll tell
you why-and listen up, Cosell.
Central lacks the big play.
I
The other team has killed us with it. Indicative of this theory:, . I
let's remember last week's loss to Chico State, 24-11. In the I
third play of the ga~e they intercepted quarterback John Martin's
·
first pass and brought it back to the two yard line and then scored. 1
They intercepted another pass, rattled off 30 yards on the return I
and promptly turned the turnover into a touchdown for them. I ·
They swiped yet another pass on their own one to snuff out one of I
·our few serious drives of the afternoon.
Get the picture? Their big plays are not only offensively I
oriented, as in the two long touchdown plays Eastern burned us I'
with, but also defensively 1:!-PParent, as in last week's fia.sco.
,I
Central's offense has to work doubly hard for every yard they I ·
. pick up. The Wildcats have been burned with 18 turnovers in four · I '
games, including six last week alone.
Central is a potentially potent team, able to handle sustained I
and productive drives-if, and only if, they keep their hands _on the
ball long enough . .
As Coach Parry noted after the drubbing last weekend, "It's
hard to win when your defense is playing more ,than your offense." ._1.

1

r. ·.•·.·. .....

Activities in the.dorms this year· · ..
are .many and exciting. .· One svch ·
event is the upcoming . ''Pimp ·. •.
Disco" this Friday in.Meisner Hall ·
at 9 p.m. The disco is beinghosted
by Meisner. · Since the theme is .
"Pimp Disco," inen are expected .to
dress as pimps and ·women as
hookers. Cost of admission will be
25 cents at the door, and no
alcoholic beverages will be permitted.
Meisner is taking three college
vans to the King Tut Exhibit this
Saturday. A first come, first
served policy ·will be observed.
The group will leave here at 4 a.m.
to arrive in Seattle with enough
time to get tickets. After viewing
the exhibit, the group will tour the
Seattle area with special emphasis
on the Pike Place Market.
Meisner is approaching tpe Residence Hall Council for co-sponsorship of the outing.

.

!
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°
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. . ~·... is. .co .
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hY. Jack Core~
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Next to the Pizza Place
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i~ld hockey promises
l 1e whack of the stick and the
wel guided shot sends a darting
whi e ball between defenders and
teat 1mates towards the important
goaA at the end of the field.
Exe ling action for anyone.

W lmen's field hockey has been
at Ct ntral University many years
with this year's team a strong
cont(·nder in season play.
Two weeks ago C.W.U. field
hockey team opened its season

with two wins in the three
matches they played at Pacific
Lutheran University. The first
contest with P .L. U. was an
exciting comeback as the Wildcats
trailed at the half but then came
back to win with two goals, scored
by inner forward, Vicki Mathews
with assists by team captain
Melissa Martin and inner forward
Donna Meshke.
Against Western Washington

University in the second game,
center halfback Sue Reardon made
a drive deep into the defense with
a shot deflected by Martin hitting
the net for the only goal in the first
half. In the second period, the
threesome; Mathews, Reardon
and Martin got together for the
final 3-0 win. Well' done!
In the final game, the Wildcats
held Oregon to one goal in the first
half, but were unable to slow the
excellent stickwork of the Ducks

in the second half, with the final
score being 5--0
"Oregon has a beautiful team
with excellent stickwork and much
experience," coach Jean Putnam
noted. We learned a great deal in
that game."
Overall the C.W.U. coach· was
pleased with the team's first
weekend of competition.
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Dine in or take out

t
t
t

BUY ONE
3pc. Chicke-n Dinner $2.64

GET ONE

1
/2

Salad - Fries

price

but scoring only once in the many
attempts. The Wildcats had fewer
opportunities but made one count
with a final game score 1-1.

A short seven and a half minute
overtiriie didn't settle the score, so
the game went even farther with
penalty strokes, alternating five
each per team, Sue Showalter,
Donna Meshke, Cindy Durgan,
Jean
Cemino and Vicki Mathews
This last weekend C. W. U .'s
hockey team again came away each took a shot. Showalter and
with two wins and a loss. The Meske both scored giving Central
Wildcats went rolling over North- the winning point. Boise hit only
west Nazarene, 3-0, on Friday one out of five. A tight game with
night at Pullman and took Boise . a "whew" ending.
State University in overtime 2-1
And so came the final game.
on Saturday morning. Central
came up short with a score of 1-0 Idaho was everywhere outplaying
in the third match against Central in stickwork and strategy.
"We were lucky to get out with a
University of ,Idaho at Moscow.
1-0 score, thanks to the outstandVicki Mathews, again this week ing defense by senior goalie Betty
carried the game to the opponents Hedman," Coach Putnam said.
with the first two goals of the Poor stickwork and ball control
game, assisted by the good work of slowed the team in mounting any
· Donna Meske, right inner forward. kind of sustained attack, but saw
Donna went on to put the final promising things in two new
icing in place with goal number halfbacks: Sherrill Lochner and
Janet Evans.
three.

Something for Everybody

~

strong year

Next week C.W.U. goes again to
Game number two saw a
different story. Boise State had P.L.U. with games against U.S.U.
the ball deep in Central's defense on Friday at 4 p~m. and P.L.U. on
"(striking circle)" time after time_ Saturday.

Rolls

Thursday , Oct. 19th only
Frog Kissing Event 7: 30- '!

Chicken Dinner
{$1.00 per person)

6: l5:7: 15

.Coffee House Atmosphere_
First Baptist Church basement 4th & Sprague
{For reservations, please call evenings: 925-1546 or
.
.
962-9382)

- .. - - -

:~.A

~A

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Payton Lonon Ill
Payton Lonon, III. 6-1,
190 lbs. Jr., Los Angeles.

PAYTON
.LO'llOI Ill
Qi,
190 lbs., Jr., Los Angeles

Payton came off the bench
in Saturday's game versus
Chico State to lead the Cats as
quarterback. Lonon ended up
as the leading rusher with 112
yards on 15 carries for an.
average of 71/2 yards a carry.
He passed for another 46
yards to end up with 158 total
yards.

"I was very impressed with
the play of Lonon," noted
Coach Tom Parry. "We'll no
doubt be needing him in our
upcoming three game road
trip."
As a junior, Lonon is the
leading candidate for the
starting signal-caller position
next season, as wtill as coming
on this year to compete
ag~st Martin for the top job.

m
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ADMINISTRATIVE
MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
MEETING

The campus Administrative
Management Society (A.M.S.) is
planning its first meeting of the
quarter November 7 in the S.U.B.
"' room 204-5 at 7 p.m. .

-

'•

The group's purpose is to ·keep
students informed about business
and management issues. Speakers, panel discussions, research
studies, and field excursions are
offered. The group is affiliated
with the Tacoma Senior A.M.S.
Chapter.
Officers of the group are Mark
Hutson, ·president; Kim Middleton, vice president; Jan Crenshaw,
secretary-treasurer; and Cheryl
Bartley, membership chairmen.
Any student wishing to improve
his or her management and
business skills is invited to attend.

RESIDENCY QUESTIONS
FOR TUITION AND FEE
PAYING PURPOSES

Many questions concerning
residency for tuition and fee-paying purposes will undoubtedly be
asked of . faculty and staff
members. I strongly urge Central
employees not to answer any
inquiries but to refer the inquiry
to the Office of Admissions for
further explanation. Residency
for tuition and fee-paying purposes
· is regulated by the state "Statutes
Regarding Residence Status,
RCW 28B.15.0ll through 28B.15.014". Copies of the Statutes and
Residency Questionnaire forms
are available upon request from
the Office of Admissions.
In
addition, ·accurate counseling can
be provided to the student by this
office in rtgards to future
residency changes.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT CENTER

The following firms will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested candidates ..
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week to the day, before the arrival
of the interviewers on campus.
October 23... Price; Waterhouse
& Co.--Seattle, Washington.

Accounting Majors.
October 23 ... Peterson, Sullivan
& Co.--Seattle, Washington.

Accounting Majors.
October· 24... Arthur Young--Seattle, Washington.
Accounting
Majors.
October 25 ... Boyd, Olafson &
Co.--Yakima, Washington.
Accounting Majors.
October 25-26 ... Moss, Adams &
Co.--Seattle .& Yakima, Washing-

ton. Aceounting Majors.
October 26 ... Arthur Andersen &
Co.--Seattle, Washington. Accounting Majors.
October 27...Ernst & Ernst--Se.attle, Washington.
Accounting
Majors. .
' October 30... Deloitte, Haskins &
. Sells--Seattle, Washington. Accounting Majors. Pre-Application
Required. October 30 ... Brink & Sadler-Seattle, Washington. Accounting
Majors.
1978-79 FINANCIAL
AID APPLICATIONS
Applications for financial aid for
Winter and Spring 1978-79 are still
available in the Office of Financial
Aid, Room 209, Barge Hall.

OFF-CAMPUS e:-: :;:~m
FINANCIAL AID

Students receiving financial aid
winter quarter who will be
off-campus must make an":.\ngements with the Financial Aid ·
Office, Barge 209, by Dece~be~
'l and must provide verification
of the off-campus program and an
off-campus address where checks
are to be mailed.
EXIT INTERVIEWS
If this is your last quarter at
Central and you have received a
National Direct Student Loan, you
must make an appointment for an
exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
to the second··floor of Mitchell Hall.

.FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

•

I

•
.

-.
I

~----=
2009 MAR 78

••

Ike Purdy

VISA'

M•mb•• Million Dollar Rovnd Tobi•

••

Personal & BU8iness
Tnsurance

I 92&-3181 I
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
42 8 N.. Sprague

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
·, 603 North Main · 925-5539

HELP!
Wanted:
•

Any Instrumentalist intei-ested
In tutoring beginning .hand students.
in Junior High.

.

.. Both in-class . and individual··hel'p, is need!ci·
I

.

.ANYONE INTERESTED CONTACT:
Mr. Kubalik 925-5207
\

(-This notice furnished by the Seattle Times.)
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BOD supports wage raise
Also under old business, the
blood drawing was discussed. It
was announced that a board
member was needed to work with
the blood drawing. Fridlund was ·
selected;
Joe Blalock, board member,
asked that the Board allot funds
for the purchase of "Target
Reports" provided by the National
Student League (N.S.L.)
The reports consist of action
recently taken by the legislature
and are $12 for 14 copies.
Board member Michael Golden,
asked for the board's support in
the minimum wage raise to $2.90.
According to Golden, Central
does not have to increase their
wages to $2.90; they only have to
pay 80 percent of the raise.
One of the board members
reasoned that some jobs could be
lost because of the proposed raise.
The effect of last year's raise
was minimal, according to Golden.
Other state universities have
already decided to raise their
wages to $2.90.
Although the B.O.D. has no real
say in what the final decision will
be, they supported the raise as a
representation of the student
body.

The special Board of Director's
election was the main topic of
discussion at last week's B.O.D.
meeting.
The election, to be held
November 1, is being headed by
Bobbi Gailfus. Signs have been
circulated around campus promoting the election, with the final day
for filing October 'l:l.
Also discussed were the Assoc·
iated Students of Central (A.S.C.)
dances. The dances, with live
entertainment, have been running
into competition with the dorm
discos.
At the first dance of the quarter,
six people were in attendance.
The board decided to cancel the
" next dance and reassess the
situation.
A report was then given by Eric
Gleason, the B.O.D. legislative
liaison, on the Joint Higher
Education Committee meeting
held in Olympia.
Under old business, board
be M
F 'di d
d
· mem r ary ri un suggeste
that the AS
Spons
C
0 r a drama
·
for the
club to do• •productions
AS C
..The. A.S.C.-sponsored club
would be available for performances during Preview· Week,
Homecoming, and other such
events.
Fridlund suggested that the
~
Three P enny Players be used .ior
this purpose, or a new club could
be formed.

Blalock proposed that Gleason,
the legislative liaison, be paid a
regular salary. This was approved
by the board.
An amount was not decided
upon, however, because the board
~as ~nsure of their budget
situation.

I!Jr8 ·

C. W·U. 'Scoop Line'.:
added to info booth.

Off page one
by Becky Prieur

19~

. Oct.

CAMPlJS CRIER

A Washington Association of
Students in Higher Education
(W.A.S.H.E.) conference will be
held November 3, 4, and 5 · at
Vashon Island.
Blalock asked that the Board
provide $30.00 each for he and
Gleason to attend.
This fee would include lodging,
meals and supplies.
Scott
Mueggler, state director of W.S.L.
also asked that he be ·allotted
$30.00 to attend.
The decision was tabled until
the next meeting. Adjournment
followed.

The "C.W.U. Scoop Line" is one uiator and the staff,.· are. working·
of the additions to be made in the harder this year to . ·make "more · . · .
Student Union information booth · information available . . · · . > · ·
this Fall.
.
Files 011 .numerous . topics have ··
As a separate telephone nu.Jllber been compiled and:are. CO!)tjnually .·
from the inform~tion ~ booth, the being updated. · With the ·aid: .o.t ..
"Scoop .Lirie" li~s series of this inforinatfon, . th.e 'staff. can:"
recorded . messages' listing the '. more ·effectively 'r efer. :·.pe.opl~ tO
upcoming event$ occuring on · w.hatevet"· they· .ate s~kl.D::g.. , .· .
campus and iri'.town each we~k. . . .The' inforniatfon. booth' will. also ...
Beginning Monday~ October 23, ·. . hav.e ·an: ;'info .pad".. . If 'they.. are · '· ·
the number to cau· is 963-1711.
·unable to ans.wer :someone's ·
The booth will also be enlarged .qu~stiOn; staft member~ wilr' Wi'ite
on the right side t'():make room for: . it down and have the. ans.w et Jn .a:.':.
an additional window. that will be :few .days: .
. . . ..
. . .. .
ln addition
maintainillg the .
used for ticket sales only. . .
This will eliminate the fong lines .· ·. rider .and .housing boards, ·l0eated.
and allow people ·to get through on. either ·side ·of 'the .·booth •. .the" .·
quickly. •
. ·: ·
staff is 'there ''to ·assisfstude.ritg'as< ·
Linda Lee Tatro, paraprofess-. . much as possible and·to maiii~in: a.·
ional information relations coord- level of professionaliSm." .... ·.

to .

Four
Winds
Book
Store

'The Goodbye
G1·r1 ' to run
With the passing of Rocky on
this campus, you would think that
nothing could top that - but, The
G--...bye Girl does
uuu.
•
Another challenge - but of a
different kind - Neil Simon's
happiest and funniest comedy yet
provides an excellent showcase for
the talents of Marsha Mason and
Richard Dreyfuss. It's about
laughing and falling in love......
about the warmth we all want
more of, the bloopers we all pull,
and the pure joy of hanging in
there.
The Goodbye Girl will run at 3,7,
and 9:30 p.m. today in t he s. u.B.
theatre. For $1.00, you can see a
"Love Story" of a different kind.

204 E. 4th

I

OPEN 10:QOa.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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prizes! Worth over$ I C.000.

A minimum of twMl y :201 winning nu " •!,;, 1 rs, w 1I: cr·n,.1• w

Campus(riereach 1•·.ur

!~ 1e

Th oscnumbC'"" ~dro"'nfr",-, ".. ~· • ·

Y•OU)week. ~ o rdt-r'> ·1\·! t· nf r1<· J
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Proze> con>•>I of $10C () ,:, $5:l.OO. $?5 \·" · oil S•JC p1:. cs onJ .,:1
s•zegr.nder"
If oll nu-neroh of o publ.,h•d w•nn•"g Sweepsrol~s ""mbPr
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JOE
JOE

1~:1~05

and redeem your
If unable 10 cloom '" persC'n . send your w:n.,1n(J c:•('/•r -.IP ' o r.:m
Moa. 801 Eucltd Woy , Ellensburg, Wo ;h. ngt.Jn 9&9'.r't. Ge,...,_. •o
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PETE
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A HOT SANDWICH 'MADE ON FRENCH WITH ' ~~~~~~"pi,~~~~~~~~~~l:d 1110~~~·:~.~:u~,~~;as:.rholyocrS., «·P·
I' ""'·
MA YO, YOUR CHOICE OF CANADIAN·BACON, ' ~J~:2~~~~~~~::~1°:;~~~~5~~FJ!£~~~~~;u~~il'v~::~;
•
R OAS T BEEF 0 R VEG IE T 0 PPED WITH
PJZZA CHEESE, COOKED AND GARNISHED
11
WITH PICKLES, ONIONS, A1VD TOMATOES,
• ::b;::::l:~::·:~~i::p::::e:::::a,:li:~: ::i::e:::l·s:.~,
SERVED WI TH POTA TO CHIPS
The
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beoulomoticallyforfeoted.
Pizzo M•a shall not be responsoble for claims or requesh for
numbers whoch do nor arrive on lime ot proper desognor.on. nor
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THE SANDWICH GORMETS DELIGHT
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RADIO-EQUIPPED DELIVERY VEHICLES TO SER VE YOU BETTER
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